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Abstract 
  
The aim of this thesis is to develop Electrical Impedance Spectro-Tomography (EIST) 
based on dielectric relaxation model in order to overcome the technical issues of conventional 
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) in Lymphedema diagnostic.  
 The aim is attained through the systematic achievement of the following four main 
objectives: (1) Improve the sensing method configuration by using a proposed quasi-adjacent 
method in order to minimize the impedance artifact at high-frequency measurement, and to 
measure an electrical impedance spectroscopy based on four-wire measurement technique at 
multi-electrodes EIT sensor. (2) Develop image reconstruction method to find the proper 
baseline impedance value without using the object reference measurement based on dielectric 
relaxation model because of selecting the proper of the object reference is troublesome in EIT 
for human body imaging. (3) Regulate the spatio-temporal distribution for long-term 
monitoring based on frequency-time difference imaging in order to detect the electrical 
conductivity change in time domain whilst the geometry condition in spatial domain tends to 
be constant at an early stage of Lymphedema. (4) Develop image reconstruction method to find 
the proper normalization method based on the exponential model because of external electrodes 
under gap permittivity conditions. 
 The whole of this thesis describes the four objectives through an experiment by using 
a manufactured artificial set of phantoms attached to a circle shape of the sensor. A sensor with 
diameter D = 80 mm and height H = 40 mm consists of 16 contact electrodes. A characteristic 
of a feeble alternating current Iac = 1 mA with multi-frequency f = 500 Hz to 500kHz was 
selected based on safety measurement regulation. The results of study were successfully 
addressed the three objectives as an advancement of EIT for Lymphedema diagnostic, which 
is called EIST, and summarized as follows: (1) Using the quasi-adjacent method shows that 
real impedance Re(Z) is two times higher, imaginary impedance Imag(Z) is ten times higher, 
and a sensitivity map area is 60% wider as compared with the conventional sensing method. 
Moreover, an impedance artifact at high-frequency measurement also can be eliminated for 
liquid background object and minimized for semi-liquid background object successfully by 
using the quasi-adjacent method. (2) A highly accurate image reconstruction method as 
categorized into multi-frequency Electrical Impedance Tomography (mf-EIT) without an 
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object reference has been proposed based on a weighted frequency difference,
 bnorm
R
EIST RRRZ  0 for conductivity distribution reconstruction calculated from Cole-Cole 
dielectric relaxation model parameters, which is called Electrical Impedance Spectro-
Tomography (wfd-EIST). The wfd-EIST uses the dielectric parameters which represent the 
ratio composition between the extracellular and intracellular fluid space compartments, i.e., 
Rnorm [], real part impedance R0 [] at zero frequency f0, and real part impedance Rb [] at 
frequency fb. Based on the reconstructed images, the proposed wfd-EIST has relatively lower 
the root-mean-square error (RMSE) value as compared with td- EIT, fd-EIT, and wfd-EIT. A 
weighted function derived by using Ohm’s law behaves as a baseline impedance value that has 
a relationship between the sensor geometry and the extracellular fluid resistance value from all 
multi-projection measurements m. (3) Regulation the spatio-temporal distribution for long-
term monitoring showed successfully a constant spatial information with the capability to 
change the conductivity change at least  = 3.7 mS/m. (4) A nonlinear normalization model 
which is called exponential model with external electrodes under gap permittivity conditions 
has been developed. The exponential model normalization is proposed based on the inherently 
nonlinear relationship characteristic between the mixture permittivity and the measured 
capacitance due to the gap permittivity of the inner wall. Based on the comparison of image 
reconstruction results, the exponential model is reliable to predict the nonlinear normalization 
of measured capacitance in term of low and high contrast dielectric distribution. 
 This thesis ascertains the potential application of EIST with the results that some 
technical issues of conventional EIT discouraging towards the Lymphedema diagnostic. 
Further study is highly needed to conduct thorough clinical trial of EIST for Lymphedema 
diagnostic.    
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1.1     Background 
In the circulatory system of a human body, filtered blood plasma through capillary 
filtration will be reabsorbed directly to the blood vessels while remaining in the interstitial fluid 
will be returned by the Lymphatic system. The exchange of fluid is balanced by hydrostatic 
and oncotic/osmotic pressure, which dictates the direction of fluid flow between capillaries and 
interstitial space [1–3]. 
The propulsion sources of lymph fluid through lymph vessels are caused by smooth 
muscle contractions, neighboring arteries, valves, respiratory movements, and skeletal muscle 
contractions [4,5]. When one of these systems malfunctions, the lymphatic system is impaired 
makes the circulation blood in unbalance condition then the accumulation of fluid can occur 
mainly characterized by swelling in the arm or leg, which is called Lymphedema [4,5]. 
Lymphedema is the slow albumin protein accumulation in the interstitium (interstitial fluid 
space) due to the blocked lymph capillary, resulting in arms and legs are extremely swollen, 
which is the lowest QOL (quality of life) disease. The lymphatic system disruption may come 
from cancer surgery, surgical removal of lymph nodes, damage to lymph vessels from 
radiotherapy/chemotherapy [6,7]. 
The occurrence of lymphedema is very high, moreover, the potential of secondary 
lymphedema is increasing as breast and uterine cancer sufferer is increasing. Around 15.5% of 
lymphedema occurrence is after cancer surgery that affects lymph node drainage [8]. 15—20% 
of them are breast cancer survivors [8]. Totally, the number of patients suffering from 
lymphedema which is called "abandoned aftermath" is 0.2 million in Japan, 1.2 million in 
Africa and Southeast Asia, and 40 million in worldwide due to the aftermath of breast cancer 
and filarial infection [9].  
In the early stage, the negative effect of albumin protein accumulation inside interstitial 
fluid space can be treated by a physical therapy and adjuvant at early treatment which is not an 
operative treatment such as combined physical therapy (CPT), intermittent pneumatic 
compression, massage alone, wringing out, thermal therapy, low level laser, and elevation [8]. 
By attempting an early treatment, the chronic effect can be avoided. Lymphedema is a chronic 
debilitating disease that is frequently misdiagnosed, treated too late or not treated at all [10]. 
Lymphedema can be surprisingly difficult to diagnose, especially in its early stages. Without a 
proper diagnostic, therapy can be delayed, allowing secondary fibrosis and lipid deposition to 
take place. Early treatment often results in rapid clinical improvement and may prevent 
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progression to the chronic phase of the disease [11]. Although there is no effective medicine, 
the chronic effects of this disease can be treated if it can be diagnosed as early as possible 
[12,13]. Based on this condition, early diagnosis of lymphedema is cannot be ignored and 
disregarded.  
The basic idea of lymphedema diagnostic is detecting the non-normal increasing 
albumin protein level at interstitial fluid space as the Lymphatic vessel does not function 
normally. One of the characteristic feature of Lymphedema that easiest to be determined is the 
increasing volume of limb, arm or leg. Thus, the first parameter diagnostic is by volume 
measurement or water displacement volume [14–16]. 
Several authors have been studied in this regard by using a developed method such as 
Lymphography (LAS), MR angiography or MR Lymphography, Computed Tomography, 
Ultrasonography, Indirect (water soluble) Lymphography (IL), Fluorescent micro 
lymphangiography (FM), DEXA or bi-photonic absorptiometry, Biopsy and Near Infra-Red 
Fluorescence Imaging (NIR) [8]. The use of radiation method looks quite promising. However, 
because early detection Lymphedema should be done regularly, e.g. after post-operation as a 
general procedure after breast cancer surgery, thus these methods are impractical and expensive. 
One method that is quite popular and promising for Lymphedema diagnostic which 
began to attract the attention of today is Bio Impedance Spectroscopy (BIS). Bioimpedance 
Spectroscopy (BIS) or Multi-frequency Bioimpedance Analysis (MFBIA) is a method for 
measuring water content in tissues by using multi-frequency current injected into the body [14–
16]. It is a non-invasive, low-cost and non-radiation method. This method is increasingly 
investigated as the clinical shortcomings within current approaches to Lymphedema evaluation. 
BIS has been shown to provide reliable data to be used in the diagnostic of breast cancer-related 
lymphedema [17]. Also, Pecking and Kramer has shown that it can detect early changes 
associated with lymphedema [18,19].  
Measuring impedance based on multi-frequency current injected to the tissue reflects 
volume of fluid, if measured at a low frequency the extracellular fluid is detected and the 
increase in the volume of the extracellular fluid compartment will reflect the contribution of 
lymph accumulation. The current flow through the biological tissue is frequency-dependent. 
Nearly all the current that passes through the extracellular fluid is of low frequency. Meanwhile, 
the current passes through in the extracellular and intracellular fluid spaces because of the 
reactance of the cell membranes decreases at high-frequency measurement. BIS assumes that 
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the current flow measurements through the body can be utilized to quantify the body 
composition [20]. A feeble magnitude of the alternating current is applied externally so that 
the resistance to current flow (impedance) can be measured. Therefore, small inclusion 
accumulations in the interstitial tissue can be done by the measurement of impedance ratios 
between normal and at-risk zones of the body [14]. BIS has been used to quantitatively a variety 
of physiological attributes, including fat-free mass [21], tumor detection [22], tissue 
characterization [23], assessment of lung edema [24] and the measurement of cardiac output 
[25]. 
When applied to the quantitative analysis of lymphedema, the pathological 
accumulation of extracellular fluid is mirrored by a decrease in the measured impedance, in 
proportion to the degree of extracellular fluid accumulation. Since BIS can be used to 
distinguish extracellular fluid volume, as a component of total fluid volume (for example, of a 
limb), it can be used to quantify this volume. Comparisons can also be made between a limb 
of interest and an unaffected limb, expressing the measured impedance of the two limbs as a 
ratio. Since impedance declines as extracellular fluid volume increases, the measured values of 
bioimpedance are conventionally expressed as the ratio of the normal limb/abnormal limb. In 
the absence of segmental excess fluid volume accumulation, this ratio should approximate one; 
as lymphedema severity increases, the measured ratio rises proportionately. 
BIS has some limitations that highly affect the accuracy of Lymphedema diagnostic. 
At the post-surgery during 2-4 weeks, an edema is commonly occurred [26]. It cannot 
differentiate between edema or lymphedema, because of Edema is dominated by Hypertrophic 
adipose tissue (cell size increase). Whilst, lymphedema is dominated by accumulated protein 
albumin in interstitial fluid. Moreover, because BIS measures a whole or segmental body as a 
single object, it cannot localize the broken lymph vessel.       
1.2    Current state and problems 
Some diagnostic methods have been proposed, but there is still no universally accepted 
which is considered being accurate for lymphedema diagnostic. It is needed other method that 
a prior knowledge about the malfunction of the lymphatic vessel can be accurately used to 
determine the albumin protein accumulation at the early stage after post-surgery. Therefore, 
the development of a new diagnostic method for lymphedema is still needed. 
To improve the accuracy of lymphedema diagnostic, this study proposes to use 
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) which is practical, portable, inexpensive, non-
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invasive, and non-radiation. Based on the fact that the albumin protein accumulation affects 
the dielectric dispersion characteristic [27]. Therefore, it has a possibility to be detected by 
using an electrical impedance measurement. In addition, the acquired data can be reconstructed 
by using an EIT to locate the albumin protein accumulation.  
Applying EIT as a new Lymphedema diagnostic is not a trivial task because of 
lymphedema is a new era of EIT. EIT compromises with several considerations in order to 
have an accurate diagnosis, i.e. measurement protocol, inverse problem, and post-processing 
stage. Therefore, each stage should be adjusted with the prior knowledge of the albumin protein 
accumulation in the interstitial fluid space.  
In this regard, this thesis highlights three technical issues that need to be accomplished 
prior the clinical trial of EIT as lymphedema diagnostic method. Firstly, in order to extract the 
changes in conductivity of albumin protein accumulation, the measurement protocol of EIT is 
proposed to use spectroscopy analysis, as well as BIS, does. Spectroscopy analysis needs multi-
frequency impedance measurements several points below of f = 1MHz. However, conducting 
impedance measurement above f = 100 kHz in EIT is not accurate because of the negative 
impedance artifact that makes a spectroscopy analysis is not valid. [28–30].  
Secondly, in order to show the abnormality impedance due to the presence of a 
physiological anomaly, an inverse problem of EIT needs a baseline impedance value. 
Obtaining a baseline impedance value can be achieved by using an object reference that the 
prior condition of electrical properties distribution is known. However, selecting the proper of 
the object reference is troublesome in EIT for human body imaging.  
Thirdly, Lymphedema is a spatio-temporal distribution phenomenon, thus a diagnostic 
effort should be accurate in long-term monitoring. Naturally, EIT has a systematic error that is 
time-dependent. Selection frequency measurement could be subjective in the time domain. In 
a spatio-temporal distribution imaging, the imaging method should have a capability not only 
performed based on the frequency-difference method but also on the time-difference method. 
Fourthly, in the case low gap permittivity exhibit between the skin surface and the 
electrode, the relationship between the permittivity medium and the measured impedance 
becomes more nonlinear and difficult to predict. The conventional normalization models fail 
to overcome this nonlinear relationship.   
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1.3    Objectives 
The aim of this thesis is to develop Electrical Impedance Spectro-Tomography (EIST) 
based on dielectric relaxation model in order to overcome the technical issues of conventional 
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) in Lymphedema diagnostic. The aim is attained 
through the systematic achievement of the following three main objectives:  
(1) Improve the sensing method configuration by using a proposed quasi-adjacent method 
in order to eliminate the negative impedance artifact at high-frequency measurement, 
and to measure an electrical impedance spectroscopy based on four-wire measurement 
method at multi-electrodes EIT sensor.  
(2) Develop image reconstruction method to find the proper baseline impedance value 
without using the object reference measurement based on dielectric relaxation model 
because of selecting the proper of the object reference is troublesome in EIT for human 
body imaging.  
(3) Regulate the spatio-temporal distribution for long-term monitoring based on 
frequency-time difference imaging in order to detect the electrical conductivity change 
in time domain whilst the geometry condition in spatial domain tends to be constant at 
an early stage of Lymphedema. 
(4) Develop image reconstruction method to find the proper normalization method based 
on the exponential model because of external electrodes under gap permittivity 
conditions. 
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2.1     Lymphatic system and the Starling’s principle 
The main system of human body composes into ten different system which work 
harmonically. Among of them are cardiovascular (circulatory), digestive, endocrine, 
integumentary, lymphatic, muscular, nervous, urinary, reproductive, respiratory, and skeletal 
system. The lymphatic system plays a crucial role responsible for the removal of interstitial 
fluid from tissues: absorbs and transports fatty acids and fats as chyle from the digestive system.  
  In a day, a circulatory system processes an average of 20 liters of blood to be distributed 
in a whole body through arterial blood capillary. This blood from arterial capillary dominantly 
contains nutrients and oxygen O2 for cell metabolism. The metabolism excretes metabolic 
waste material such as nitrogen compounds, water, toxic and carbon dioxide CO2 which are 
needed to be disposed of. At the end of the arterial capillary, the plasma that contains the 
metabolic waste materials is filtrated to the interstitial fluid space. About 85% of plasma which 
dominantly is water in the interstitial fluid space is directly reabsorbed to the venous capillary, 
whilst the other 15% is absorbed by the lymph system [1]. 
 
 The mechanism of metabolic waste materials separation as illustrated in figure 2.1 can be 
describes based on the Starling’s principle [2] as follows: 
 
Figure 2.1 Illustration of Starling’s principle in interstitial fluid space among arterial 
capillary, venous capillary, and lymphatic vessel. 
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 𝐽𝑣 = 𝐿𝑝𝑆𝑎([𝑃ℎ − 𝑃𝑖𝑓] − 𝜎𝑆[𝜋𝑝 − 𝜋𝑖]) (2.1) 
 
where, Jv is the transendothelial solvent filtration [m
3.s-1], Ph is the capillary hydrostatic 
pressure [mmHg or Pa],  Pif is the interstitial hydrostatic pressure [mmHg or Pa], p is the 
plasma protein oncotic pressure [mmHg or Pa], i the sub-glycocalyx oncotic pressure [mmHg 
or Pa], Lp is the hydraulic conductivity of the membrane [m.s
-1.mmHg-1], Sa is the surface area 
filtration [m2], and S is the Staverman’s reflection coefficient [-]. The mechanism of metabolic 
waste materials movement from blood capillary to interstitial tissue based on the assumption 
that the interface blood-tissue is a perfect semi-permeable membrane [3].  
Equation (2.1) can be employed to describe in three locations as illustrated in figure 2.1, 
i.e., (1) in the membrane of arterial end capillary, (2) in the entrance of lymphatic vessel, and 
(3) in the membrane of venous end capillary. In the membrane of arterial end capillary, the 
blood has higher hydrostatic pressure rather than the oncotic pressure because of the pressure 
from the heart. This condition, [𝑃ℎ − 𝑃𝑖𝑓]>𝜎𝑆[𝜋𝑝 − 𝜋𝑖], makes the metabolic waste materials 
filtrates from blood capillary to the interstitial fluid space. In the entrance of lymphatic 
vessel, the value of 𝜎𝑆[𝜋𝑝 − 𝜋𝑖] is negligible as compared with [𝑃ℎ − 𝑃𝑖𝑓]  value. This is 
because of the permeability of lymph vessel is higher than that of the interstitial fluid space 
and blood capillary. This condition, [𝑃ℎ − 𝑃𝑖𝑓]>𝜎𝑆[𝜋𝑝 − 𝜋𝑖], makes the formation of lymph 
fluid [1,4]. Based on the Starling’s principle, the lymph fluid formation is presumably driven 
by hydrostatic pressure differences. Meanwhile, the oncotic pressure is higher than hydrostatic 
pressure in the membrane of venous end capillary. This condition, 𝜎𝑆[𝜋𝑝 − 𝜋𝑖]>[𝑃ℎ − 𝑃𝑖𝑓], 
causes to the reabsorption of plasma to the blood venous capillary.  
This study realizes that the schematic of the metabolic waste materials movement as 
the aforementioned is oversimplified. In the reality, there are more determinant parameters that 
subject to change and cause the variance of filtration and reabsorption condition. For instance, 
the surface area filtration of blood-tissue interface Sa, the hydraulic conductivity of the 
membrane Lp, and permeability of interstitial fluid space K [3]. However, in general, the 
concept of lymph formation can be understood.  
In the metabolic waste materials movement, protein albumin plays a crucial role to 
maintain the balance of pressure. In the arterial capillary, the hydrostatic pressure is higher as 
compared with the oncotic pressure. The source of hydrostatic pressure is dominantly from the 
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heart pump. The water molecules move passively through the capillary pores and are pushed 
out to the interstitial fluid because of hydrostatic pressure. During the travel in the arterial 
capillary to the entrance of venous capillary, blood loses its hydrostatic pressure until the 
oncotic pressure becomes dominant. In the venous capillary, the oncotic pressure is dominant 
because of low water concentration inside of the capillary. Protein albumin together with 
sodium remains in the blood capillary to bind and to prevent water move back to the interstitial 
fluid. Therefore, the oncotic pressure is balanced to maintain water reabsorption to the blood 
capillary [2].   
Inherently, protein albumin does not independently and readily move out from blood 
capillary pores, while water and other metabolic waste materials can freely move through the 
pores. However, there are small amounts of protein albumin that leak into interstitial fluid space 
[2,5]. The concentration of protein albumin in plasma is 2 to 3 times greater than in the 
interstitial fluid space (ie, plasma, 7.3 g/dL; and interstitial fluid, 2 to 3 g/dL) [5]. The normal 
range of protein albumin in adults is 3.5 to 5 g/dL, whereas children are 4 to 5.9 g/dL [5]. 
 In normal condition, the leakage of the protein albumin in interstitial fluid space is 
returned to circulatory system via the lymphatic system. In such a case, if the lymphatic system 
is broken, the protein albumin remains in the interstitial fluid. This condition makes the water 
is trapped and accumulated in interstitial fluid space. Commonly, the accumulation of water 
molecule and protein albumin is located in adipose tissue [6]. During the time, it causes to 
swelling that is called lymphedema.  
The lymphedema is not edema. Edema is caused by the change concentration level of 
the protein albumin in blood capillary. A decrease of protein albumin concentration level 
causes to the decreasing of oncotic pressure. In this case, the number of water pull into venous 
capillary is decreasing as compared to the normal condition. Therefore, the accumulation of 
water occurs in interstitial fluid space that causes to swelling. Whereas, the lymphatic system 
is still working.  
In the primary lymphedema, the abnormalities in the lymphatic system come at born 
age. While in the secondary lymphedema, the lymphatic system disruption may come from 
cancer surgery, surgical removal of lymph nodes, damage to lymph vessels from 
radiotherapy/chemotherapy, increased capillary permeability, inability to propel lymph, and 
trauma to the skin such as burns or infections [7,8].  
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According to the international society of Lymphology (ISL) [9,10], the 
pathophysiology of lymphedema can be described into the different stage as shown in figure 
2.2. The change of stage is varying among of patients. There is no standard condition in term 
of time changes of the stage.  
 
Figure 2.2 An illustration of Lymphedema in 
the arm as compared with unaffected arm. 
 
 Stage 0: early changes occur within the interstitial fluid without obvious noticeable 
swelling and symptoms. Even though the number of protein albumin concentration 
accumulation is negligible as compared at the normal condition. However, occasionally the 
starting protein albumin accumulation under affected area is pulling the water and resulting 
fatigue sensations in the limb. Between affected and unaffected limb, no different in term of 
volume measurement. 
Stage I: the increasing of protein albumin accumulation cause to temporarily swelling 
and puffy appearance. The swelling could be disappeared in temporarily due to the increasing 
activity of body in the daytime. The number of protein albumin concentration accumulation is 
higher than normal condition. The volume of affected limb starts to increase as compared with 
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unaffected limb. However, sometimes the volume of the affected limb is assumed as the normal 
condition due to edema condition after surgery that commonly occurs [6]. When the skin is 
applied by pressure, there may be impressions in the skin that an indentation is left behind, 
called pitting edema.    
Stage II: the swelling is already consistent during the time. The scars of tissue or 
fibrosis occur in the affected limb. In stage II, the volume of the affected limb is higher than in 
stage I.     
Stage III: the skin becomes very dry and the size of affected limb becomes very large. 
In such case, a leakage of fluid may leakage to the skin.   
 
2.2    Bioelectrical Impedance Spectroscopy (BIS) 
Recently, no medicine or cure is available for lymphedema. The treatment tries to 
reduce the fluid volume, to soften the tissue fibrosis, and to reduce the risk of infection. 
Therefore, the best option for this condition is to emphasize or optimize the accuracy of early 
diagnosis. By early diagnosis, it helps the best procedure and protocol of surgery in the affected 
limb. In addition, lymph drainage is easier in the early stage (Stage 0 and I).  
The basic idea of lymphedema diagnostic is to detect the abnormal increment amount 
of extracellular fluid at interstitial fluid space when the swelling limb does not occur yet. There 
are two methods for lymphedema diagnostic which are proposed as a noninvasive and non-
radiative, i.e. based on volume and electrical measurement. The volume measurement is 
conducted because the affected limb suffers the swelling. The volume measurement methods 
can be obtained by using measurement tape, Perometry (infrared), and water displacement. 
There is no standard degree of enlargement that constitutes lymphedema [11]. Therefore, the 
accuracy of diagnosis by using volume measurement is subjective to each clinician.  
 BIS tries to overcome the limitations of volume measurement method. BIS is an 
advancement of Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis (BIA) which is only a single frequency 
measurement. This method uses a feeble alternating current (Iac = 500A) with two surface 
electrode that attached in particular position in the body, such as the wrist, leg, thigh, ankle, 
and upper arm. Whereas, the other two electrodes are used to measure the conducted voltage. 
Several frequency measurements are used such as f = 1 kHz, 5 kHz, 50 kHz, 250 kHz, 500 kHz, 
and 1 MHz. BIS measures a body based on the assumption that body can be defined as tubular 
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medium. The measurement takes place in such a position, either to measure the whole body or 
segmental body as shown in figure 2.3. It is non-invasive, low-cost, not using a contrast agent 
and non-radiation technique. 
 
Figure 2.3. The schematic figure of BIS measurement setup and the analogy of body as a 
tubular medium. 
 
 BIS is commonly employed for body composition analysis. Body composition is the 
absolute and relative amounts of the body constituents. Analyzing the body composition is 
related to the physiological condition of the body [12]. This is because the alternating current 
distribution has a capability to assess on elemental (atomic), chemical, cellular, and tissue level. 
 Currently, there are three body composition models which are agreed to be used, i.e., 
two (2-C), three (3-C), and four (4-C) compartments [12]. In this model, the absolute body 
mass is decomposed into fat-free mass (FFM) and fat (FM) [13]. FFM is consists of bone, water, 
muscle, connective tissue, organ tissue, and teeth. While, fat can be categorized as essential fat 
(e.g. lipids in nerves, brain, heart, lungs, liver and mammary glands) and non-essential fat. 
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Non-essential fat is body fat that stores the excess energy for fuel during starvation and is 
located around the organs or under the skin (subcutaneous tissue).  
 Once the voltage V [volt] is acquired after injecting the alternating current Iac [A], the 
resistance value of body Rbo [] can be derived as Rbo = V/Iac. The value of Rbo together with 
Anthropometric parameters such as body weight W [Kg], height T [cm], age Ag [years old], and 
sex (1 for males, 0 for females) are included to measure the body composition [13]. The FFM 
can be calculated as the following equation: 
 𝐹𝐹𝑀 =
𝑇𝐵𝑊
0.73
 (2.2) 
 𝑇𝐵𝑊 = 0.372(𝑇2 𝑅𝑏𝑜⁄ ) + 3.05(𝑠𝑒𝑥) + 0.142(𝑊) − 0.069(𝐴) (2.3) 
where TBW is total body water [Kg]. Meanwhile, fat mass FM value can be calculated as 
 𝐹𝑀 = 𝑊 − 𝐹𝐹𝑀  (2.4) 
 Furthermore, the percentage of body fat BF [%] also can be calculated by 
 𝐵𝐹 = (
𝐹𝑀
𝑊
) ∙ 100%  (2.5) 
 Equation (2.2) to (2.5) are mathematical can be calculated by using a single frequency 
measurement. These variables are commonly used in BIA method. In BIS, the further analysis 
is conducted through multi-frequency measurement in order to assess the interstitial fluid space 
compartments. As shown in figure 2.4, the pathway of current depends on the frequency [14]. 
This is due to the membrane cell acts as a capacitive compartment at the low frequency that 
makes current only flows in interstitial fluid space. While membrane cell acts as a resistance 
compartment at the high frequency that makes current can goes through intracellular fluid space. 
Essentially, the resistance of interstitial fluid space R0 can be assessed only at frequency 
f = 0 Hz. However, it is impossible because of current at f = 0 Hz could not penetrate to 
biological tissue. Therefore, R0 only can be assessed based on approachment by using fitting 
curve method. In this regard, the multi-frequency measurement should be conducted in order 
to make a fitting curve method. 
 Because of water molecules are accumulated in the interstitial fluid space, comparing 
R0 value between the affected and unaffected limb makes a possible chance to predict the 
physiological condition. This procedure is hypothesized as an electrical method for 
lymphedema diagnostic [15].  
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.4. (a) An equivalent electrical circuit of biological tissue, and (b) the behavior of 
multi-frequency current. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Nyquist plot as representation of a single time constant equivalent circuit 
model. 
 
2.3    Electrical Properties of Biological Tissue 
Biological tissue can be considered as dielectric media because it has a responsibility 
with electromagnetic which can be described through Maxwell’s equation. The external 
electromagnetic waves that are used to characterize the behavior of biological tissue are 
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magnetic field B, electric field E and alternating current I. The behavior of biological tissue is 
called the complex permeability ˆ  as a response from the magnetization of B, the complex 
permittivity ˆ  as a response from the polarization of E, and the complex admittance ˆ  as a 
response form the conduction of I.  
The value of dielectric properties of biological tissue is caused by the presence of ions 
and bound charges. Ions such as H+, (OH)-, and electrolyte etc. The bound charges consist of 
electrical double layers at membrane surfaces and polar molecules (e.g. proteins). The 
conductivity value  varies due to the ionic content and ionic mobility in the particular tissue 
[16]. A conduction current Ic is represented as a movement of ions in the tissue [17]. Meanwhile, 
permittivity  value is due to the displaced or polarized of bound charge under the influence of 
external electric field E [16]. The displacement current of bound charges Id contributes to the 
time-varying electrical behavior.  
The composition of Ic and Id give rise to the complex dielectric properties [18]. The 
complex permittivity is decomposed into the real and imaginary part, i.e.  and   respectively. 
   represents as the stored energy in the tissues and    represents as the dissipative of energy 
(a lossy component of the conductivity) in the tissues.  
   jˆ  (2.6) 
The complex admittance ˆ  is the sum of conductivity   and susceptivity   .   is the real 
part of ˆ which is a representation of the ease of a movement of ions within the tissues. 
Meanwhile,    is the imaginary part of ˆ  which is a representation of the ease of a movement 
of ions changes direction.   
    jˆ  (2.7) 
 The mechanism of the various compartment of biological tissue under 10 GHz with the 
low electric field about 1V/cm was resumed by Schwann [19,20]. This mechanism has 
responded for the variance dispersion of permittivity and conductivity value of biological tissue. 
There is three category dispersion which is called as  and   dispersion. The -dispersion 
occurs at the range of 1 Hz to 1 kHz and due to surface admittance [20,21]. The -dispersion 
highly affected by the cellular structure which reflects the cell membranes [18,20]. The -
dispersion occurs at the range 1kHz to 10 MHz. The -dispersion due to protein-bound water 
which occurs from 100 MHz to some GHz [20]. 
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In the physiological analysis, the dielectric properties are affected by several factors, 
such as moisture content, temperature, age and disease state [22–24]. Also, the dielectric 
constant has strong relation with water content in the edema [25]. The effective permittivity 
represents the compound of complex permittivity within tissue that consists of different tissues. 
The composition of water molecules (75%), protein (15%) and amino-acids (10%) contributes 
to the value of effective permittivity of tissue [23].   
In order to characterize the complex dielectric properties of tissue, one of the 
approachment is by analyzing the electrically conducting compartment. The behavior of ionic 
mobility and polarizable entity within tissue vary with the frequency f of the external electric 
field E, thus a complex permittivity ˆ  as a function of frequency f can be denoted based on 
Debye relaxation model as [18,23]: 
 



)2(1
ˆ
fj
j s


   (2.8) 
where s is the static permittivity at the lowest frequency where the polarization of bound 
charges is maximal,   is the permittivity at the highest frequency where the polarization of 
bound charges is unable to respond and  is the relaxation time. The real part of the complex 
permittivity    can be expressed as:  
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Meanwhile, the imaginary part of complex permittivity    can be denoted as:  
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The imaginary part of complex permittivity    or the dielectric loss reaches the maximum 
value at the characteristic frequency fc that makes the 
 cf

2
1
 . The maximum values of  
and   correspond to the characteristic frequency fc. 
In accordance with Debye relaxation model, the real part of complexity conductivity 
   also can be determined:  
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The biological tissues are characterized by multiple relaxation processes. The Debye 
relaxation model of equation (2.8) is modified to solve the complexity of different relaxation 
model into Cole-Cole relaxation model [26]: 
 
  








1
21
ˆ
fj
s  (2.12) 
The  is a dimensionless unit and represents the broadening of dispersion in multi-frequency. 
In the case of actual measurement, the spectrum of complex impedance Z can be described 
according to the equation (2.12) into as follows [26]: 
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21 fj
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where is the real part of impedance Z at an infinite frequency 
f . R0 is the real part of 
impedance Z at zero frequency f0.  
Equation (2.11) tells us the interrelated relationship between permittivity and 
conductivity of the tissues that cannot vary independently. For a single relaxation time as stated 
in equation (2.13), this fact is formulated by Kramers-Kronig relation. Several studies have 
been reported to predict the Cole-Cole parameters such as complex least-squares fitting 
methods [27], and nonlinear least-squares method [28]. Meanwhile, Kell and Bishop have 
shown the feasibility of ANN to predict dielectric data [29,30]. To fit the impedance curve, all 
fitting curve techniques assume that between real Zreal and imaginer Zimag impedance is 
transformable as known as Kramers-Kronig relation. Based on the Kramers-Kronig relation, 
equation (2.13) should be modified based on equation (2.14). The modification predicts the 
real part impedance 'R  and imaginary part impedance 'X  of equation (2.13) as shown in 
equation (2.15) and (2.16) [31–33]: 
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where  = 1-. 
As the common bio-impedance spectrum can be assumed as a perfect semi-circle with 
radius r and the center point is (R0, X0) then all the measured point  ii XR ,  ni ,...,1  in the 
Argand diagram should follow the general circle equation: 
    220
2
0 rXXRR ii   (2.17) 
In the circle fitting technique, the abstain of 
00 , XR  and r can be found by tracing from the n 
pair measurements with the modification of equation (2.17) into [34]: 
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 where cRa 2 , cXb 2 , and 
222 rXRc cc  . 
Then, matrix B can be solved by  
CAB 1  (2.19) 
Considering the figure 2.5, 0R  and R can be found by using the relationship of .2 
Meanwhile, the characteristic Frequency fc can be found by finding the nearest point of Ri that 
almost equal to R0. 
 In the actual measurement, the bulk dielectric properties of tissues are determined by 
the pathways of current flow in the parallel plate capacitor that has cross-section electrodes A 
and displaced with the distance d. The electrode induces a small alternating current I, whereas 
the other electrode measures the induced voltage V and calculated the phase angle . Then, the 
dielectric properties are characterized as capacitance C and conductance G which can be 
derived as follows: 
 
d
A
C 0
 
  (2.20) 
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 
  (2.21) 
where 0 = 8.854 x 10-12 F/m is the permittivity of vacuum. By using parallel plate measurement, 
the dielectric properties can be extracted as the following relationship in table 2.1.   
Table 2.1. List of the equation of electrical properties. 
Electrical Properties Equation 
Complex admittance ˆ    p
p
Cfj
RZ
 2
1
ˆ
1
ˆ   and 
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22
1
ˆ
1
ˆ BG
XRV
I
Z






 
  
Complex relative 
permittivity rˆ  
  02
ˆ
ˆ
Cfj
rrr


   
Relative permittivity r  
0C
C p
r   
Loss factor r   
  02
1
Cfj
r

   
Conductivity    
epCR
0   
Dissipation factor  





tan  
Parallel resistance Rp 
 cosˆ
11

G
Rp  
Parallel capacitance Cp 
f
B
C p
2
  
Conductance G  cosˆG  
Susceptance B  sinˆB  
Resistance R  cosZR   
Reactance X sinZX   
where  = -  is phase angle, and Ce is the capacitance of air medium. It should be noted that 
the impedance value Zˆ  is linked to the series model phenomenon among of conduction of ionic 
mobility and electrical polarization, while the admittance value ˆ  is a parallel model. 
Therefore, R is not the inverse of G, and X also is not the inverse of B [35]. 
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2.4   Electrical Properties of Lymphedema tissue 
Prior to this study, we examined carefully the electrical properties of Lymphedema 
tissue within vitro measurement. Even though, based on BIS studies with Lymphedema patient 
we can assume the electrical properties of Lymphedema tissue [36,37]. However, it is needed 
more accurate value as it is important in analysis with reconstructed image.    
We used an impedance analyzer HIOKI IM7580 with maximum frequency f= 300MHz 
and with a parallel plate electrode to measure lymphedema tissue as shown in figure 2.6. The 
electrode material is based on copper. The lymphedema tissue contacts directly to the electrode. 
The lymphedema tissue is softly packed inside the parallel plate electrode as shown in figure 
2.6 (b).  
 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.6. Impedance measurement setup. 
 
 Four different sample were used as shown in table 2.2, which is the different position 
and type of tissues as shown in figure 2.7. These tissues were collected based on collaboration 
with Chiba University Hospital. This experiment with human part was restricted under an 
ethical approval of research from Chiba University.     
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Table 2.2 The different position and type of tissues. 
 
Part Type 
Pos-A Abdomen Adipose tissue 
Pos-B Abdomen Adipose tissue 
Pos-C Upper leg Lymphedema tissue 
Pos-D Knee Lymphedema tissue 
 
Figure 2.7. The different position and type of tissue samples. 
 
 We evaluated the conductivity and relative permittivity value as shown in the following 
figure 2.8. The results show that Lymphedema tissue has higher conductivity as compared with 
adipose tissue. The relative permittivity value of lymphedema tissue is relatively higher as 
compared with the adipose tissue. 
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Figure 2.8. The conductivity  and relative permittivity r of Lymphedema tissue. 
 
 
2.5   Electrical Impedance Tomography 
The Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) has been developed around three decades 
ago as a functional imaging to analyze pathology and physiology of human body such as limb 
[38], lung [39], breast [40] and brain [41]. Recently, this technique becomes as an adjuvant 
diagnostic tool besides of a well mature another linear tomography such as MRI, CT-Scan and 
USG. 
EIT employs impedance measurement by using four-electrode measurement method as 
well as BIS does. The difference is that EIT uses more than four electrodes and multi-projection 
measurement in order to reconstruct an image of object interest. The reconstructed image of 
object interest can be in electrical conductivity or permittivity. As shown in figure 2.9, EIT has 
several scanning methods. Two electrodes as transmitter Tx which injects alternating current. 
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While the other two electrodes are defined as receiver Rx. The selection of scanning methods 
is subject to change that depends on the need in the application. Table 2.3 shows the comparison 
of scanning method list of each independent measurement from one rotation measurement. 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.9. Scanning method: (a) adjacent method, (b) opposite method, and (c) mono 
method. 
 
Table 2.3. Independent measurement of scanning method list  
for one rotation measurement. 
Adjacent Opposite Mono 
Tx Rx Tx Rx Tx Rx 
1-2 3-4 1-9 1-10 1-5 2-5 
1-2 4-5 1-9 2-11 1-5 3-5 
1-2 5-6 1-9 3-12 1-5 4-5 
1-2 6-7 1-9 4-13 1-5 6-5 
1-2 7-8 1-9 5-14 1-5 7-5 
1-2 8-9 1-9 6-15 1-5 8-5 
1-2 9-10 1-9 7-16 1-5 9-5 
1-2 10-11 1-9 8-1 1-5 10-5 
1-2 11-12 1-9 9-2 1-5 11-5 
1-2 12-13 1-9 10-3 1-5 12-5 
1-2 13-14 1-9 11-4 1-5 13-5 
1-2 14-15 1-9 12-5 1-5 14-5 
1-2 15-16 1-9 13-6 1-5 15-5 
  1-9 14-7 1-5 16-5 
  1-9 15-8   
  1-9 16-9   
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2.5.1.  EIT problem definition 
In order to make the image reconstruction, let us assume, a sensing domain of figure 
2.9 is a 2D domain  and attached with a contact electrode en for n = 1,…,ne at the periphery 
boundary  . ne is the number of the electrode, i.e. ne = 16. If the object interest has a 
conductivity  and permittivity  which depend on frequency 2f. The admittivity , which is 
the inverse of Z, of object interest is denoted as 
 fεjσγ 2  (2.22) 
 In order to visualize the change of electrical properties distribution Z, where Z = Z’-
Z, as it has changed due to physiological change Z’, an impedance measurement is conducted 
by penetrating a current distribution J  inside a sensor domain . A current distribution J  is 
produced by using two electrodes as current transmitters, defined as source 

ke  (transmitter) 
and sink 

1ke  (receiver) electrodes, to inject a small sinusoidal current Isin(2ft) with current 
amplitude I. Meanwhile, the induced voltage Vsin(2ft + ) at voltage receivers to collect 
impedance data Z is acquired for the rest of pair electrodes on    1\ kk ee . t is time [s].  is 
phase angle [deg]. This technique is known as a Current-to-Voltage (CV) system. The reverse 
technique is also possible, i.e. instead of injecting a current another technique is injecting a 
voltage and measuring the induced current, known as Voltage-to-Current (VC) system [42,43].  
In EIT, the produced current distribution J  and the electrical properties defined by 
equation (2.22) should follow the Ohm’s Law: 
 EJ εjσ   (2.23) 
where E is the electric field distribution at frequency angular  ( = 2f). Also, it should be 
considered that there is no internal charge density  0  inside the domain  and the sensor 
geometry is smaller than the electric field wavelength. Therefore, the physical model of EIT 
can be assumed as a Quasi-static condition that stated by equation (2.24) which will be same 
as a generalized Laplace equation. Then, the EIT problem definition can be resumed by the 
following equations: 
   0 u  in  (2.24) 
Dirichlet condition:   0 nu  on    ee\   (2.25) 
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Dirichlet condition: 0 nu  on   ee  (2.26) 
Neumann condition:  






ee
dsdsI
n
u
n
u
  on   ee  (2.27) 
 where u is a complex time-harmonic voltage.   
 
2.5.2.  Quasi-static approximation of Maxwell’s equation 
 In order to make a successful reconstruction, it is needed an appraisal in the 
reconstruction method in order to simplify the phenomenon inside the sensor by avoiding a 
very complex mathematical method. This is due to the biological tissues are a highly complex 
object and the hardware limitations, such as memory in PC and EIT system. Mainly, there are 
two appraisals or assumptions which have been used, i.e. the biological tissue is isotropic and 
the forward problem is a static condition. 
 Inherently, the biological tissue is a non-isotropic medium which the electrical 
properties (r. , r) are nonuniform in all direction. This fact makes the impedance 
measurement should consider the reciprocal direction of transmitter or receiver electrodes. By 
assuming the isotropic medium for instance in the case of a circle shape sensor, the redundant 
measurement is eliminated which has similar reciprocal direction between a particular 
transmitter and receiver. By this measurement method, a needed time to reconstruct an image 
can be shorter. In the early of EIT development around 1980’s, this measurement method can 
be useful because of the hardware limitation that takes a long time to make full one rotation 
measurement. However, the recent hardware development is already capable increased the 
speed of measurement that faster to achieve a full one rotation measurement.     
  An injected current I inside the biological tissue with multi-frequency f = 500Hz – 
100MHz is essentially an electromagnetic phenomenon. To resolve the forward problem of an 
electromagnetic phenomenon where the electric field and magnetic field has a coupling 
behavior needs an advanced mathematical method and difficult to achieve by using the 
common finite element method. In order to simplify the forward problem, EIT assumes the 
electromagnetic phenomenon is a static condition. In the static condition, E-field and B-field 
are independent of each other and treated separately. Additionally, the static condition refers 
to a system which has a dimension very low as compared with the electromagnetic wavelength.     
In order to analyze the electromagnetic phenomenon in the static condition, the 
dissertation follows what Rapetti and Rousseaux suggested in their study [44]. Rapetti and 
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Rousseaux proposed to use the role of the so-called “small parameters” model. The small 
parameters model employs the dimensional analysis of Maxwell’s equations in order to find 
the condition of the electric displacement D can be neglected for the quasi-static condition.  
In the case of harmonic time dependence, Maxwell’s equations in the frequency domain 
are as follows: 
 BE j   (2.28) 
 DJH j  (2.29)  
where E(x) is the electric field, B(x) is the magnetic flux density, H(x) is the magnetic field, 
D(x) is the electric displacement, J(x) is the current density, and x is the spatial coordinate. 
Assuming the biological tissues are linear materials which can be represented as follows: 
  ExD   (2.30)  
  HxB   (2.31) 
  ExJ   (2.32) 
 In the linear material point of view, the equation (2.30, 2.31, and 2.32) can be modified 
into fractional quantities (or small parameters) that help us to analyze the electromagnetic 
behavior inside the sensor with the length L into small sub-domains where the electromagnetic 
varying occurs. Thus, we should consider the reference quantities L, E, B, H, D, and J that has 
a fractional constant , so that: 
 ξx L  (2.33) 
    ξexE E  (2.34) 
    ξbxB B  (2.35) 
    hxH H  (2.36) 
    ξdxD D  (2.37) 
    ξjxJ J  (2.38) 
By using the reference quantities, the non-dimensional quantities , e, b, h, d and j are in the 
order of 1. Therefore, we can modify equation (2.28) and (2.29) into:  
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  ExD   
 





ED ref
norm

 eξd
  (2.39) 
  HxB 
 





HB ref
norm

 hξb
  (2.40) 
  ExJ 
 





EJ ref
norm

 eξj
  (2.41) 
where, ref, ref, and ref are the constant reference value so that norm, norm, and norm are in the 
order of 1. In this study, ref = 0 which is the permittivity of vacuum (0 = 8.85 x 10-12 F/m). 
ref = 0  which is permeability of vacuum (0 = 1.257 x 10-6 H/m). Meanwhile, ref is not 
regarded as a electrical conductivity of vacuum, but the electrical conductivity of one biological 
tissue which is regarded as the reference inside of the sensor, for instance fat tissue.    
 Hereafter, the electromagnetic times should be introduced which are as follows: 
 


















ref
ref
e
refrefm
refref
em
L
c
E
B
c
c
L







2
1
 (2.42) 
where em is the time needed to electromagnetic waves to travel the typical length L, c is the 
speed of electromagnetic waves in the biological tissue, m is the current density diffusion time, 
and e is the electric charge diffusion time.  
With equation (2.42), we can obtain so that: 
  
b
be
be
BE
L
E
B
je
Bj
L
E
BjE
j










   be  emj   (2.43) 
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and 
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11
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em
em
em
m
j
j

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  (2.44) 
Based on equation (2.43) and (2.44) we can define three different cases, i.e.: 
Case 1:  
em

1
   (2.45) 
Case 2:  em    (2.46) 
Case 3:  
m
em
em
m




    (2.47) 
Case 1 tells us that the energy of electric field goes to zero so that the current flows in the 
perfect conductor. Case 2 means that the energy related to the magnetic field is zero so that the 
electric field is present in a perfect insulator. Whilst, Case 3 means that no perfect materials 
are present.    
Note that we can define three frequency ranges: 
Relatively high frequency:  
e

1
  (2.48) 
Low frequency:  
e
y

   (2.49) 
Extremely low frequency:  
e
y


2
  (2.50) 
y is the threshold value where y<<1 because of we considering the low range frequency 
electromagnetic in such as yem  . In this case, we can regard the y value is (for instance) 
0.001. 
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 In the case of a quasi-static condition which the electric field is dominant over a 
magnetic field, thus as shown in the relationship in equation (2.42): 
 1   
So that by using equation (2.47) 
 2yy emm     (2.51) 
By using this condition, we can neglect the r.h.s of equation (2.43) so that: 
 0 e  (2.52) 
 By examining the three frequency ranges in equation (2.48) to (2.50), we can analyze 
equation (2.44). 
 Relatively high frequency:  
By inserting equation (2.48) into (2.44), the r.h.s will be in the order of 1. Therefore, 
the value of electric displacement could not be neglected. This condition implies for 
relatively high frequency: 
 0 E  and DJH j  (2.53)  
 Low frequency: 
Notably, the value y2 which is very small. Therefore, the r.h.s. of equation (2.44) can 
be neglected. This condition implies for low frequency: 
 0 E  and JH   (2.54)  
 Extremely low frequency: 
With the similar approachment, the r.h.s. of equation (2.44) also can be neglected as y 
value is small. Therefore, we can assume: 
 0 E  and JH   (2.55)  
Hereafter, we evaluate the boundary limit of frequency for our study in EIT that still 
acceptable belong to the quasi-static condition. We can assume that every frequency below of 
that on yem   of equation (2.51) is acceptable.  
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2.5.3.  Image reconstruction algorithm 
Once the impedance data Z is collected. Recovering the conductivity distribution  
or the permittivity distribution  from the collected abnormality difference Z can be solved 
by using a total variation method which is the mix between l2-norm and l1-norm based 
reconstruction method. It reconstructs how much the reconstructed image changes between the 
conductivity variance in 2D distribution. This method is recognized as a capability to resolve 
the drawbacks of common l2-norm based reconstruction methods that suffering a blur effect in 
the interface between two different conductivity regions such as Tikhonov or NOSER 
algorithm [45]. The reconstruction based on total variation method is derived by using the 
following objective function [45]:  
  







 1
2
20
)(
2
1
minarg true
R LZF 

 (2.57) 
where is the reconstructed conductivity distribution, F is the forward solver to predict the 
impedance data from,  is the regularization parameter which is calculated through L-curve 
method, L is the regularization matrix which ILLT  , and I is the identity matrix.  
 The L-curve displays a set of points with a representation of minimizing the first term 
2
2
)( ZF   versus the second term  
1true
L  of equation (2.57). The  value is selected 
at the maximum inflection point or the L-curve’s corner [46].  
 In order to solve equation (2.57), we use total variation primal dual-interior point 
methods (TV PD-IPM) [45] written as follows:  
     kkTRkTkkTTk LALZFSLKALSS   
 1111
 (2.58) 
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k
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k
k
kk LKALA    111  (2.61) 
 = 10-4 [-] is the smooth parameter. ni ,,1  is the mesh nodal point. Li is the mesh length 
between two nodal points. k is the iteration number. S is the Jacobian matrix. 
k is the updated 
auxiliary variables which 1 .  
 
2.5.4.  Evaluation of image reconstruction algorithm 
In order to evaluate the performances, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) value is used 
in this study: 
 
   
  Rtrue
TR
true
RR
true
TRR
trueR
ZZ
ZZZZ
RMSE


  (2.62) 
R
trueZ is the measured impedance from the experiment. Whereas, 
RZ  is the predicted 
impedance obtained from the FEM model based on calculated . RMSE shows the aggregate 
residual value between the measured impedance and the predicted impedance. 
 
2.5.5.  Safety measurement regulation to biological tissue 
 There are at least six main factors to be considered as this factor affect an electric 
current behavior that penetrates through human body [47,48], i.e.: 
1) Type of circuit. The type of circuit can be DC (direct current) or AC (alternating current). 
Both of type circuit have a different effect on human body. Low-voltage DC (less than 
24V) is considered is harmless, whilst high-voltage DC has a fatal effect more than AC 
with the same voltage [47].   
2) The maximum voltage V. Voltage with as high as 24V is considered as safe under all 
conditions.  
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3) The resistance R of the human body. The resistance of outer skin (epidermis) varies 
based on its temperature and moisture content. It has very high resistance as compared 
with other biological tissue under the skin, i.e. 10x104 Ohms and considered as a first 
protection of the human body from external stimulus. Because of its high resistance, the 
outer skin behaves a poor conductor injected current I.   
4) The intensity of injected current I. In this study, we propose EIT as a medical 
instrumentation, therefore it should follow the safety and effectiveness of medical 
electrical equipment as highlighted in technical standards 60601-1 which published by 
International Electrotechnical Commission in order to prevent safety patient from 
electrical shock. The 60601-1 regulates the requirements for medical electrical equipment 
and medical electrical systems used in the home healthcare environment. The injected 
current I has a characteristic which depends on the amplitude and the frequency. According 
to 60601-1, the allowed maximum amplitude of injected current I or called as “patient 
auxiliary current” is maximum 100µA below 1KHz and maximum 10mA above 100KHz 
[49]. The physiological effect on electricity due to the injected current I can be categorized 
based on the frequency f, i.e., as electrolysis (mainly near DC), neuromuscular effects 
(mainly 10 – 100Hz), and heating (mainly 100khz – 30MHz). 
5) The pathway of the current inside the human body. In order to avoid the mortality 
effect, the pathway injected current is expected not mainly goes to the vital organs such as 
the brain, the heart, and the lungs [47].    
6) The duration of the contact. The duration of exposure from the injected current should 
be in less than 1 second and expected to be as short as possible.  
 The frequency range f of injected current I of EIT is designed to sense the biological 
tissue in the- dispersion, i.e. f = 1 kHz to 10 MHz. In this frequency range, the EIT tries to 
reconstruct the biological tissue by firstly detect the tissue structure and secondly analyze the 
physiological change based on the reconstructed image. Therefore, the frequency measurement 
of common EIT systems is in the range of several kHz.    
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3.1    Integration of BIS and EIT 
The impedance measurement method by injecting small sinusoidal current with multi-
frequency measurement for electrical properties distribution visualization and characterization 
of the multi-physics behavior has been gained mature.  It is due to the evolution of object 
interest from a simple distinctive impedance signal on 1D (conductivity vs time) data to a 
relatively complex impedance signal on 2D (frequency and conductivity vs. time) data. The 
relatively complex of object interest commonly occur at electro-chemical process [1–3], 
biomass/bioprocess monitoring [4,5], and bio-medical diagnostic [6–9]. One of the non-
destructive testing techniques, i.e. BIS has been developed to meet this demand. This BIS 
method works based on the fact that a component structure or multi-physics behavior of 
capacitive and resistive components inside the sensor can be separately predicted based on the 
acquired impedance spectrum characteristic. Meanwhile, in biomedical tissue, this technique 
is applied to overcome the limitation of the non-imaging diagnostic technique [10,11], for 
measuring water content in the extracellular fluid due to the current flow through the biological 
tissue is frequency-dependent [12]. At low-frequency current, the membrane cell acts as a high 
resistance. It makes the current flows only at extracellular fluid. Meanwhile, as the increasing 
of frequency current, the resistance of membrane cell is decreasing and let the current penetrate 
to the intracellular fluid. Therefore, by scanning the multi-frequency impedance measurement, 
the increase or decrease of the volume of extracellular fluid compartment compare with the 
condition which reflects the contribution of changing physiological of object interest condition 
can be detected [13].  
The physical basis measurement of BIS has been adopted by multi-frequency Electrical 
Impedance Tomography (MF-EIT) to visualize the changing physiological condition inside the 
sensor domain where the reference medium is absence [14–16]. The number of frequency 
measurement of MF-EIT is less than BIS. MF-EIT uses at least two different frequency 
measurements to visualize the object interest condition. As the rapid of MF-EIT data 
acquisition improvement to collect wideband frequency impedance accurately to extract the 
impedance spectrum, the need to characterize and visualize the object interest condition based 
on spectroscopy analysis, i.e. BIS and EIT integration, is getting more crucial. In spectroscopy 
analysis, the measured impedance spectrum is modeled to predict the multi-physics behavior 
by using an equivalent electrical circuit or a dielectric relaxation model [14,17]. By using these 
techniques, the resistive and capacitive components can be separated to quantify the 
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contribution of each part on the measured impedance. The visualization based on the dielectric 
relaxation model allows us to quantify the volume fraction of changing the object interest 
condition of each resistive or capacitive components and makes the understanding of complex 
transformation process better [2,18].  
The early studies of BIS and EIT integration method have been reported since 1990’s 
[16,19–21], meanwhile employing dielectric relaxation model was reported [14,21] in 1995 to 
characterize the real human lung for the first time. The configuration method [14,21] was I = 
2 mA maximum current from f = 9.6 kHz to 1.2 MHz (eight different frequencies) and ne =16 
electrodes with adjacent method. Based on their study, the quality of Nyquist data from all 
measurement pair that represent of impedance spectrum was not reported, and dielectric 
relaxation parameters were estimated at each pixel based on the reconstructed image change 
that referred with the lowest frequency. Even though they admitted the characteristic frequency 
could be estimated and successfully showed the normalized zero resistance and capacitive 
component images; however, the  parameter was constant which highly contributes to the 
fitting dielectric relaxation parameters. Moreover, by using this pre-processing conditions, as 
they highlighted in the method section, it is not possible to extract the absolute dielectric 
relaxation parameters that are needed to understand the object interest condition accurately. 
The study of [14,21] adopted based on the published studies at previous year [16,22] which 
were conducted based on 2D numerical model simulation. Several recent studies in 2000’s also 
were published in the literature to integrate BIS and EIT such as [3,18,23–27]. Even though 
the data acquisition systems have been developed to measure a wideband multi-frequency 
impedance, however the spectroscopy analysis to show the dielectric relaxation model was 
analyzed separately only on a particular measurement pair and the inhomogeneity images were 
commonly represented in term of time-difference or frequency-difference technique. These 
output images can be generated without using impedance spectroscopy measurement. 
Therefore, integrating BIS and EIT still has a new challenge.  
Integrating BIS and EIT is not a trivial task. To apply the BIS analysis in EIT method, 
a multi-frequency impedance measurement should be well conducted to attain an accurate 
impedance spectrum from all measurement pair. An impedance spectrum should meet a 
requirement that the data from all measurement pairs are acquired from the lowest to highest 
frequency until the impedance spectrum attain three-point conditions, i.e. the highest real 
impedance point when imaginer impedance is zero, the maximum imaginer impedance, and 
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the minimum real impedance when imaginer impedance is zero. The aforementioned studies 
do not present these requirements. The requirement is difficult to be fulfilled on EIT sensor 
that commonly is suffering the impedance artifact such as pseudo-induction and negative 
resistance either in low or high-frequency measurements even though the boundary and contact 
impedances are well-known accurately [28–30]. It makes a spectroscopy analysis are not valid. 
Some studies have been reported to improve the data acquisition system performance by 
[29,31,32]. However, study to eliminate impedance artifact in the impedance spectroscopy 
measurement on EIT sensor for all measurement pair is not presented yet.  
3.2    A proposed solution based on quasi-adjacent method 
A common impedance measurement method of EIT is conducted by using four different 
electrodes that represent a four-wire measurement method to eliminate the effect associated 
with contacts. The four-wire measurement method is represented by figure 3.1(a), which is 
simplified by disregarding a diffusion layer effect and involving capacitive coupling Cd and Cc  
[33,34]. Electrode i-th and l-th are the current transmitter and electrode j-th and k-th are the 
voltage receiver. There are four ports known as Hc (High-Current), Hp (High-Potential), Lc 
(Low-Current) and Lp (Low-Potential) that are come out from data acquisition system. Zc1, Zc2, 
Zc3, and Zc4, are the contact impedances which are the impedance combination between R1//C1, 
R2//C2, R3//C3 and R4//C4, respectively. Zx is the inspected medium impedance which is the 
impedance combination of Rx//Cx. Vx is the inspected medium voltage, I0 is the injected current, 
Z5 and Z6 are the edge impedances between electrodes due to the separation space between 
electrodes. Zc and Zd are the capacitive coupling between voltmeter wires (Hp and Lp) to the 
virtual ground, where Zc = -j/(Cc) and Zd = -j/(Cd). j is the imaginary unit. Inherently, the 
four-wire measurement method suffers the voltage divider effect that causes impedance 
artifacts such as pseudo—inductive at low and high-frequency measurement and negative 
resistance at high-frequency measurement [34].  
Based on the conclusion of [34,35] studies, the four-wire measurement method incurs 
a pseudo-induction of low-frequency due to the surface layer electrode of Zc4 and Z6 or Zc1 and 
Z5. Meanwhile, Cd and Cc have a contribution to pseudo-induction and negative resistance at 
high frequency. The pseudo-induction and negative resistance are the sources of impedance 
artifact.  
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Figure 3.1 (b) represents a general EIT sensing schematic based on adjacent method. 
Due to the resistance value is proportional to the distance value between electrodes, the distance 
of Z6 is changed for every each rotation projection measurement. Meanwhile, Z5 and Zx are 
constant. Considering the aforementioned the voltage divider effect in figure 3.1(a), the 
combination impedances of Cc - Z5 and Cd - Z6 of figure 3.1(b) incur the impedance artifact. 
Among the common EIT sensing methods by using four-wire measurement method such as 
adjacent [36], opposite [37], cross [37], PI/2 [38], Hp and Lp port through electrode j-th and k-
  
(a) (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 3.1. Equivalent circuit of (a) four-wire measurement method, (b) adjacent 
sensing method, and (c) quasi-adjacent sensing method.  
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th are switched to other electrodes to make a multi-projection measurement that changes the 
edge impedance value. In the four-wire measurement method, the Z5 and Z6 can be eliminated 
by placing the Hp and Hc or Lp and Lc at the joint point. However, in the EIT sensor, there is no 
the joint point between Hp and Hc or Lp and Lc.  
To make the measurement of Zx as accurate as possible by minimizing the impedance 
artifact based on the four-wire measurement method theory, the existence of edge impedance 
should be minimized as small as possible. The impedance artifact at low-frequency 
measurement can be minimized by increasing the frequency measurement during the 
experiment. However, minimizing the impedance artifact at high-frequency measurement 
cannot be conducted by decreasing the frequency measurement because it causes to reducing 
the information of spectroscopy data. Therefore, it is needed a new method to overcome the 
issue of impedance artifact at high-frequency measurement. 
To solve this problem, a new sensing method called quasi-adjacent method is proposed. 
Based on the four-wire measurement analysis, as the existence of Cc and Cd cannot be 
controlled therefore the edge and contact resistance plays a major role to anticipate the pseudo-
induction and negative resistance effect. The idea is instead of changing the electrode Hp and 
Lp, it can be modified by changing the electrode Hp and Hc as shown in figure 3.1 (c). By using 
this configuration, the combination between Z5 and Z6 that contributes to the impedance artifact 
are constant for one projection measurement. This sensing method has independent 
measurement number similar with the adjacent method. Therefore it is called the quasi-adjacent 
method. The comparison of the schematic figure between adjacent and quasi-adjacent sensing 
method can be seen in figure 3.2. Table 3.1 shows the independent measurement number list 
of a quasi-adjacent method for one rotation projection measurement. 
Table 3.1 List measurement number for one rotation 
projection measurement of the quasi-adjacent 
method. 
 
m 
Hc Lc Hp Lp 
Tx Rx 
1 1 4 2 3 
2 1 5 2 4 
3 1 6 2 5 
4 1 7 2 6 
5 1 8 2 7 
6 1 9 2 8 
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7 1 10 2 9 
8 1 11 2 10 
9 1 12 2 11 
10 1 13 2 12 
11 1 14 2 13 
12 1 15 2 14 
13 1 16 2 15 
 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.2. Schematic figure of (a) Adjacent and (b) Quasi-adjacent sensing method for 
measurement number m = 1. 
 
3.2.1. Source of impedance artifact based on Kirchhoff loop  
Considering a Kirchhoff Loop at figure 3.3(a) for the adjacent method:      
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In low frequency, Cc and Cd are very high resistive and make the current cannot pass. 
In high frequency, Cc and Cd become a short connection and cause a bypass current that goes 
to the Cc or Cd. As the impedance Zc and Zd increase, it leads to the decreasing of I2 and I3 as 
shown in equation (3.4) and (3.5). Thus, the impedance Z at high frequency is suffering an 
apparent increasing impedance value that seems an inductive feature or impedance artifact.  
In ideal condition as the voltage measurement does not allow the current flow to a 
voltmeter, I3 should be 0. Thus, by equation (3.2), in balance condition, Zd/Z3 = -1. If in high-
frequency Zd/Z3 > -1, the I2 goes to the opposite direction than it should be. This makes the 
negative resistance phenomena in high frequency. This negative resistance becomes vary in the 
adjacent method as Z6 also vary in one rotation measurement.   
Meanwhile for the Quasi-adjacent method, a Kirchhoff Loop analysis in figure 3.3(b):   
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.3. Kirchhoff Loop analysis of (a) adjacent method, and (b) quasi-adjacent method. 
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In high frequency, when Zc and Zd become very high, the decreasing rate of I3 that goes 
to Zx is lower compared with the adjacent method. The variable Zc or Zd that appear either in 
the numerator and denominator as shown by equation (3.8) and (3.9), are not affecting I3 
significantly compared with equation (3.4) and (3.6).  
Meanwhile, in ideal condition when I3 = 0, by considering equation (3.8) and (3.9) the 
value of Zc/(Z2+Z5+Z1) = -1 or Zd/(Z4+Z6+Z3) = -1. If Zc or Zd are too high compared with the 
impedance combination Z1, Z2, and Z5 or Z3, Z4 and Z6 then the negative resistance will incur. 
In high frequency, to maintain Zc or Zd is lower than the impedance combination Z1, Z2, and Z5 
or Z3, Z4, and Z6 are easier in quasi-adjacent method than adjacent method as the number of the 
denominator is higher. 
3.3    Experimental setup and phantom conditions 
3.3.1  Experimental Setup  
This study uses an impedance analyzer IM3570 and a multiplexer 34970A as a multi-
frequency data acquisition system. A schematic instrumentation setup as depicted in figure 3.4. 
The impedance analyzer is connected to a multiplexer by using four ports: Hc, Hp, Lc, and Lp. 
A Multiplexer 34970A with two modules 34904A (4 x 8 two-wire matrix module) is connected 
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to the 16 electrodes ne (one layer) EIT sensor by using coaxial cable. The coaxial cable is 
twisted with the adjacent cable to eliminate the induction cable at high frequency. A cylindrical 
tank is used as a frame of the sensor with inner diameter D = 80 mm. Stainless steel screws 
were used as electrodes.   
IM3570 is employed to measure the complex impedance from the frequency 
measurement of 500 Hz to 500 kHz with 1 mA Constant Current Setting. The IM3570 uses a 
four-wire measurement technique. Due to the extension instrument with a nonstandard 
instrument, therefore the impedance analyzer should be compensated. Two compensation steps 
were done, i.e. short compensation and open compensation.  
 
Figure 3.4. EIT system consisted of a PC, an impedance analyzer IM3570, 
Multiplexer 34970A, and a circle-shaped 16 electrodes sensor.  
 
3.3.2  Phantom conditions 
Two phantom conditions were used in the study. First, a homogeneous liquid 
background with saline water as a background sw = 0.26 S/m. And, second, a semi-solid 
background phantom as depicted figure 3.5 is used and consisted of a potato dice (20 x 20 mm) 
inserted to carrot dices (2 x 2 x 1 mm) with saline water sw =  9.7 mS/m filled in carrot dices 
space.  
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Figure 3.5. Phantom condition. 
 
3.4    Results and discussion of impedance spectroscopy data based on 
quasi-adjacent method 
3.4.1  Sensitivity map of quasi-adjacent sensing method 
Figure 3.6 shows the full sensitivity map of adjacent and quasi-adjacent sensing method. 
The sensitivity map is used in term of spatial image resolution. The color bar scale represents 
the normalized sensitivity value. The matrix sensitivity map S is calculated based on the 
reciprocity principle [39]:    
       dxdyyxVyxVI
yxS jiji ,,
1
,,   (3.10) 
where, I is an injected sinusoidal current, Vi(x,y) is the voltage distribution for electrode pair m 
= i-th as a transmitter, and Vj(x,y) is the voltage distribution for electrode pair m = j-th as a 
transmitter. 
  The adjacent method shows that the sensitivity in the near wall is higher than in the 
middle area (figure 3.6(a)). Although this characteristic also occurs for the quasi-adjacent 
method, however, the area of higher sensitive is 60% wider than adjacent method (figure 3.6 
(b)). Equation (3.10) explains that the sensitivity map intensity is direct to the electric field 
distribution. Based on the current loop analysis of figure 3.1, the current flow through Zx of a 
quasi-adjacent method that corresponds to the electric field intensity is greater than adjacent 
method. At figure 3.1 (b), the current Ic is divided into three branches. Meanwhile, at figure 3.1 
(c), the current Ic is divided into two branches. Therefore, even though the number of i, j, k and 
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l between adjacent and quasi-adjacent method are similar, however, the sensitivity map area of 
the quasi-adjacent method is larger than the adjacent method. 
  
Figure 3.6. Full sensitivity map of (a) Adjacent sensing method and (b) Quasi-adjacent 
sensing method. 
 
3.4.2  Frequency-difference image reconstruction results 
A semi-solid background phantom as shown in figure 3.5 with saline water sw = 9.7 
mS/m is used to show the image reconstruction performance of the quasi-adjacent method. 
Two different frequencies for the reconstruction are  kHz121    and  kHz522   . 
Figure 3.7 is the image reconstruction comparison between adjacent and quasi-adjacent based 
on a frequency-difference method. The discussion about the image reconstruction based on 
frequency-difference method will be discussed in chapter 4 of this thesis.   
Based on the comparison results as shown in Figure 3.7, the reconstructed of the quasi-
adjacent method shows more accurate compared with the adjacent method. The size of potato 
dice image of the quasi-adjacent method is relatively equal with the size of potato dice image 
phantom. Meanwhile, the size of potato dice image of the adjacent method is smaller than the 
size of potato dice image phantom. Therefore, it can be concluded that the quasi-adjacent 
method has capabilities to reconstruct image more accurate compared with the adjacent method. 
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Figure 3.7. Frequency-difference image reconstruction results of (a) Adjacent, and (b) 
Quasi-adjacent method. 
 
3.4.3  Nyquist plot results 
Figure 3.8 shows the Nyquist plot at the measurement m = 1st to 13th (see Table 3.1 for 
quasi-adjacent method list measurement number) in the case of homogeneous liquid 
background (saline water 0.26 S/m). While Figure 3.9 shows the Nyquist plot in the case 
homogenous semiliquid background that consists of carrot dices and filled with saline water 
9.7 mS/m (without potato dice). The list measurement number of adjacent method of Hc and 
Lc is reverse with the quasi-adjacent method.  
Based on the Nyquist plot performance, the quasi-adjacent method has a better 
performance than the adjacent method in term of eliminating the impedance artifact at high-
frequency measurement. As depicted in figure 3.8(a), an impedance artifact occurs in the 
adjacent method at high-frequency measurement, meanwhile, it does not occur for the quasi-
adjacent method. The negative resistance artifact causes the Zr < 0 and Zi < 0 at high frequency 
measurement (figure 3.8(a)). These characteristics cause the Cole-cole parameters is not valid. 
As the medium is homogenous with saline water, resistance to infinite resistance R should 
same in all measurement projection. This characteristic occurs at quasi-adjacent method (figure 
3.8(b)). While figure 3.9 also shows similar behavior. Even though at the high frequency the 
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impedance artifact exists in the quasi-adjacent method results as shown in figure 3.9(b), 
however, the results are acceptable rather than adjacent method.     
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 3.8. Nyquist plot of homogeneous liquid background (a) adjacent method and (b) 
quasi-adjacent method. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 3.9. Nyquist plot of homogenous semi-liquid background (a) adjacent method and 
(b) quasi-adjacent method. 
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Considering to figure 3.1(b), the combination between Zf3 and Zcl that responsible to 
cause the negative resistance artifact at high-frequency measurement are varies in one rotation 
measurement projection. Therefore, the infinite resistance R of adjacent method cannot be 
predicted accurately (see figure 3.8(a)). Meanwhile, the combination of Zcj and Zgl of the quasi-
adjacent method at figure 3.1(c) that responds to cause the negative resistance artifact at high-
frequency measurement are constant in one rotation measurement projection. Therefore, the 
infinite resistance R of quasi-adjacent method is easier to predict than adjacent method (see 
figure 3.8(b)). 
3.4.4  Spectroscopy image reconstruction results 
Homogenous liquid background  
The Cole-Cole parameters of saline water phantom as depicted in figure 3.10 were 
extracted based on equation (2.11) and (2.12) from all measurement projections to analyze the 
image reconstruction performance. R0 image shows the contrast difference of resistance value 
at zero frequency between saline water and potato. R  image shows the resistance distribution 
at high frequency in the case the capacitance interface between saline water and potato cannot 
block the current flow distribution. Xc image shows the capacitive component distribution at 
characteristic frequency fc. Meanwhile, although  doesn’t has a theoretical justification but 
mostly interpreted as a distribution of relaxation times [40]. Mathematically,  has a 
contribution to the shape of semicircle curve as shown in Nyquist plot.  and R values as 
figure 3.10 shows are qualitatively related to the inhomogeneity distribution.  
As the conclusion, figure 3.10 shows that quasi-adjacent method was successful to 
measure EIS from all measurement projection in multi-electrodes EIT sensor in the case of the 
homogeneous liquid background by showing the spectroscopy image based on the Cole-Cole 
parameters. This performance can occur only if all the measurement projection has not a high-
frequency induction artifact.  
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Semi-solid background 
Figure 3.11 shows similar fashion with figure 3.10. In this case, the carrot dices as a 
semi-solid background make the artificial condition where the background is not a pure liquid. 
The saline water with sw = 9.7 mS/m filled the interspace of carrot dices. The images of figure 
3.11 are reconstructed without using different reference object. Based on figure 3.11 results, 
the Cole-Cole parameters also can be qualitatively reconstructed and feasible to show the 
inhomogeneity. 
 
Figure 3.11. The spectroscopy images of semi-liquid background with the saline water sw 
= 9.7 mS/m filled at interspace of carrot dices. 
 
Figure 3.10. The spectroscopy images of homogeneous liquid background with the saline 
water sw = 0.26 S/m as a background and the potato dice (20 x 15 mm) as an inclusion. 
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3.4.4  Discussion 
In MF-EIT, an object interest condition can be reconstructed if the measured data is 
different with the reference data. The reference data can be another known medium or different 
frequency measurement of the object interest condition. A sensitivity of EIT system is 
evaluated based on how to differ the measured data with the reference data. EIS is a common 
technique among in the non-destructive testing to show the object interest condition separately 
in term of the resistive and capacitive component. Therefore, the concept of integration EIT 
and EIS is to show the reconstruction of the resistive and capacitive component of object 
interest. In EIST, an object interest condition can be reconstructed based on the extracted 
dielectric relaxation parameters model as shown in figure 3.10 and 3.11. These parameters 
represent resistive and capacitive components of an object interest. Spectroscopy images as 
shown in figure 3.10 and 3.11, prove that the extracted of capacitive and resistive components 
by employing a dielectric relaxation model have a feasibility to show the condition of object 
interest.  
The integration of EIT and EIS becomes feasible by using the quasi-adjacent method. 
A first stage to do spectroscopy analysis is by using a Nyquist plot as shown figure 3.8. An 
impedance artifact makes spectroscopy analysis difficult to conduct. In low-frequency 
measurement, an artifact can be eliminated by increasing the frequency measurement. However, 
in high-frequency measurement, an existence of negative resistance or pseudo-induction 
cannot be eliminated based on normalizing data. Normalization in high-frequency 
measurement makes the resistance value at low-frequency measurements from the whole 
projection measurement is not valid.  
Inherently, the presence of artifact impedance depends on several experimental and 
instrumental parameters in the practical application, such as coaxial cable provides significant 
capacitive coupling to ground, capacitive coupling from object to the ground [35]. To minimize 
the impedance artifact, using the quasi-adjacent method in EIT sensor can be an alternative 
while the primary source remains unidentified.  
Using a quasi-adjacent method eliminates a negative resistance at high-frequency 
measurement. Compare with the adjacent method, for each pair measurement that has same 
electrode number, the quasi-adjacent method makes 10 times higher for Imag(Z) and 2 times 
higher for Re(Z).  
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The quasi-adjacent method shows more homogenously sensitivity matrix map compare 
with the adjacent method as seen in figure 3.6. The intensity of the higher sensitive region of 
the quasi-adjacent method is lower and more homogenously than adjacent method. These 
characteristics make quasi-adjacent method is better than adjacent method, because the 
magnitude of sensitivity matrix strength does not affect to image reconstruction process, but it 
relates to SNR of measurement [41]. Moreover, the homogeneous sensitivity matrix in radial 
axis makes the reconstruction more accurate to eliminate image artifact. 
3.5    Summary 
  In this study proposes a quasi-adjacent method to overcome the technical issue of EIT 
for lymphedema diagnostic, i.e. the impedance artifact at high-frequency measurement. Based 
on the analysis, it can be concluded that: 
(1) A higher and homogenous sensitivity map area of the quasi-adjacent method is 60% 
wider compared to the adjacent method. 
(2) The quasi-adjacent method is an improvement of the adjacent method to eliminate the 
higher frequency impedance artifact that causes a negative resistance.  
(3) Compare with the adjacent method, using the quasi-adjacent method makes 10 times 
higher for Imag(Z) and 2 times higher for Re(Z). 
(4) The infinite resistance R of quasi-adjacent method is more accurate than the adjacent 
method. 
(5) The spectroscopy images of  R0, Xc and R  can be reconstructed as a representative of 
inhomogeneity. 
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4.1.  Motivation of investigation 
 Despite of its superiority as compared with CT-Scan, nevertheless EIT suffers a 
limitation which has the ill-determined and ill-condition characteristics due to using a nonlinear 
alternating current. This fact makes EIT has a lack accuracy of inverse problem. In order to 
overcome these characteristics, the inverse problem needs the object of reference Zref as a 
baseline impedance value to predict the abnormality difference Z of the object of interest. EIT 
reconstructs the image of electrical properties distribution by discriminating the difference 
between the impedance values of the object of interest Z and the object of reference Zref in 
order to describe the abnormality difference Z in physiology analysis. The reconstructed 
image of electrical properties distribution (e.g., conductivity S.m-1or permittivity r [-]) 
represents the abnormality difference of the object of interest with the object of reference. Two 
EIT methods for a functional imaging in biological tissue were mainly used and categorized in 
term of the baseline impedance value selection, i.e., time difference EIT (td-EIT) and multi-
frequency EIT (mf-EIT).  
 The td-EIT uses the object of reference as the baseline impedance value in a single 
frequency measurement [1,2]. The application of td-EIT for lung monitoring, which is called 
functional EIT (f-EIT), has a great progress achievement because the baseline impedance value 
is the object of interest itself at different short-time or at different physiological states (either 
at inspiration or expiration state) that makes image reconstruction could be conducted without 
object of reference [3]. Commonly, the timeline physiological state changes in month order 
except for lung monitoring which makes f-EIT is not properly used. Using the homogeneous 
object as the object of reference is not workable because the object of interest of biological 
tissue has a complex electrical properties distribution which causes the inverse problem 
becomes more ill-posed [4]. Meanwhile, using the object of interest at a different long-time as 
the object of reference is not a trivial task. It suffers the image artifact because the impedance 
value of the object of interest does not always represent the abnormality difference Z which 
is a function of the inter-individual anatomy, electrode modeling error, time-varying contact 
impedance and ambient temperature [5,6].  
 Alternatively, multi-frequency EIT (mf-EIT) was proposed because the impedance 
value of biological tissue is a frequency-dependent and the lack of the object of reference [4,7–
9], which is categorized into spectral constraint (s-EIT) [8], spectral decomposition frequency 
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difference (sd-EIT) [10], frequency difference (fd-EIT) [11], and weighted frequency 
difference (wfd-EIT) [4,7,12]. The s-EIT which uses a nonlinear fraction to subtract the 
background object [8,9] and sd-EIT which uses independent component analysis (ICA) [10] 
need an accurate a priori information of conductivity spectra for all tissues in the object of 
interest. These methods assume that the conductivity spectra for each tissue are mutually 
independent. Therefore, the feasibility of s-EIT and sd-EIT are questionable in the real 
application as well as td-EIT.  
 The fd-EIT tries straightforward by finding the two-different frequencies to show the 
most proper reconstructed image of the abnormality difference Z. The lowest frequency 
measurement is used as the baseline impedance value. Meanwhile, the higher frequency 
measurement is selected until the physiological state changes significantly detected. Even 
though fd-EIT does not need an object of reference, however, it suffers the difficulty to 
eliminate the artifact image due to the dependency with the frequency of undesired tissues 
inside the object of interest and the electrode modeling error [7,12]. The undesired tissues 
inside of the object of interest is considered as the background object. Moreover, selecting the 
two-different frequencies of fd-EIT is not a trivial task because the improper frequency 
selection shows the artifact image, lack of reconstructed image accuracy, and false the 
abnormality difference Z.   
 The wfd-EIT tries to resolve the fd-EIT drawbacks by employing a weighted function 
as a representation of the baseline impedance value [7]. Calculating a weighted function of 
wfd-EIT need an accurate prior information about the electrical properties characteristic of the 
background object or the object of interest at a different time. Moreover, wfd-EIT could not be 
applied to a high-contrast heterogenous object or a frequency-dependent background object 
[10,13]. Therefore, wfd-EIT also have some demerit as well as with td-EIT.  
 Even the several methods from those above were proposed to show the abnormality 
difference Z, the methods still suffer the troublesome to select the proper baseline impedance 
value. This issue is still a fundamental issue of EIT application in biomedical imaging field due 
to lack of the object of reference condition. Eliminating the troublesome of the proper baseline 
impedance value selection without the need of the object of reference is still a significant 
challenge that needs to be resolved in EIT.  
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 As a part of multi-frequency impedance measurement, Bioelectrical Impedance 
Spectroscopy (BIS) employs Cole-Cole dielectric relaxation model to distinguish the 
capacitive and resistive components of the object of interest without using an object of 
reference. Whereas, EIT has a capability to locate the capacitive and resistive components 
distribution as a representation of the abnormality difference Z. In mf-EIT, there may be over 
one possible solution of the baseline impedance value to extract the desirable abnormality 
difference Z because the systematic error has the frequency dependent characteristic as well 
as the object of interest [14]. The successful of mf-EIT to get the desirable abnormality 
difference Z is based on the accuracy to determine the source of perturbation impedance 
which is whether from background object, inclusion object or systematic error. Lack of 
accuracy to show the source of perturbation impedance from the abnormality impedance Z 
causes to image artifact [4]. Essentially, a baseline impedance value is a reference value which 
has a function of sensor geometry and background object impedance. In this regard, BIS has a 
potential capability to discriminate explicitly the background object and inclusion impedance 
from the impedance data Z of the object of interest. Therefore, the integration of BIS and EIT 
makes a new promising method to show the abnormality difference Z without using the object 
of reference.     
 In this study, in order to overcome the troublesome of the proper baseline impedance 
value selection without the need of the object of reference in image reconstruction, we propose 
a novel weighted frequency difference method for Electrical Impedance Spectro-Tomography 
(EIST) which is called wfd-EIST. The wfd-EIST works based on the integration of mf-EIT and 
BIS. The reconstructed images based on the proposed wfd-EIST are investigated through the 
experiment in order to compare with td-EIT, fd-EIT, and wfd-EIT by using frequency-
independent and the frequency-dependent background object. 
 
4.2.  A proposed solution based on a novel weighted frequency difference 
(wfd-EIST) 
4.2.1.  Systematic error 
The source of impedance Z comes from not only an object of interest but also a 
systematic error. The systematic error is due to stray capacitance in a cabling system, electrode-
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electrolyte interaction, noise measurement, electrode modeling error, capacitive coupling 
impedance, and variance of contact impedance [14–16]. Figure 4.1(a) shows an equivalent 
circuit of four-wire measurement method in EIT. Electrode i-th and l-th are the current 
transmitters as Hc (High-Current) and Lc (Low-Current), and electrode j-th and k-th are the 
voltage receiver as Hp (High-Potential), and Lp (Low-Potential). Zd and Zc are the capacitive 
coupling impedance. Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4, are the contact impedances which have a different value. 
Zx is the inspected medium impedance. Vx is the inspected medium voltage, I0 is the injected 
current, Z5 and Z6 are the edge impedances due to the separation space between electrodes. The 
four-wire measurement method can eliminate the systematic error caused by a stray 
capacitance in a cabling system, electrode-electrolyte interaction, noise measurement, and 
electrode modeling error. Thus, figure 4.1(a) considers only the capacitive coupling impedance 
(Zd and Zc) and variance of contact impedance (Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4) [16–18].  
 Figure 4.1(b) shows an equivalent electrical circuit of the object of interest with Zx 
connected to four-wire measurement in terms of resistance and reactance. The systematic error 
due to the variance of contact impedance (Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4) and capacitive coupling impedance 
(Zd and Zc) are represented by resistance Rerr and reactance Xerr. In the actual case, Z1, Z2, Z3, 
and Z4 have a different value that causes an electrode error. Meanwhile, Cc and Cd are the 
capacitive coupling between voltmeter wires (Hp and Lp) to the virtual ground that causes 
impedance artifacts such as pseudo—inductive at low and high-frequency measurement and 
negative resistance at high-frequency measurement [16], where Zc = -j/(Cc) and Zd = -j/(Cd).  
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.1.  (a) The equivalent circuit of four-wire measurement method in EIT, and (b) the 
correspondence an equivalent electrical circuit of the object of interest connected to four-
wire measurement in term of resistance and reactance value.   
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4.2.2. wfd-EIST for conductivity distribution  
In this proposed method, wfd-EIST requires a fitting curve of Cole-Cole dielectric 
relaxation model to get the suitable baseline impedance value. As shown in figure 4.2, a 
Nyquist plot of an impedance Z in a multi-frequency measurement based on a single 
measurement pair with four electrodes (two electrodes as transmitters and the other two as 
receivers). The impedance data Z can be decomposed into the real R and the imaginary X parts. 
We employ this decomposition in order to ascertain the reconstruction of conductivity . Zp 
is the impedance at frequency fp of which the imaginary part Xp has the maximum value. Zb is 
the impedance at frequency fb. p and b are phase angles in Zp and Zb, respectively. Rb and Xb 
are the real and imaginary parts of impedance Zb, respectively. Three Cole-Cole dielectric 
relaxation model parameters can be extracted from figure 4.2, i.e.
R , R0, and [19]. R is the 
real part of impedance Z at an infinite frequency 
f in the case that the capacitive component 
of membrane cell to current flow has negligible effect. R0 is the real part of impedance Z at 
zero frequency f0 in the case that the capacitive component of membrane cell significantly 
affects on current flow. Meanwhile,  is a circumference parameter which has a relationship 
with R0 and R . 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2.  Nyquist plot of impedance data Z in a multi-frequency measurement. 
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 In order to obtain the accurate conductivity distribution , the first key factor of the 
proposed wfd-EIST is to use the real part of impedance Z in two sequential frequency, i.e., the 
zero frequency f0 and the subsequent frequency fb, and to use a baseline impedance value 
normR to determine the source of perturbation impedance: 
  b0norm
R
EIST RRRZ   (4.1) 
where REISTZ is a matrix of m x 1 that represents the abnormality difference in order to obtain 
conductivity distribution and m is the independent measurement.  
Here we propose a weighted function
normR  as a baseline impedance which has 
geometry electrode information to determine whether the source of perturbation impedance 
comes from the background object or inclusion object. R  is the extracellular fluid resistance 
Recf that derived based on the figure 4.2, i.e. by calculating the resistance difference between 
R0 and R  from all independent measurement m. At f0 the impedance of membrane cell with 
capacitance Cm and membrane cell resistance Rm is very high that prevents the small sinusoidal 
current I from penetrating through the cell membrane. Thus, R0 is equal to a series impedance 
combination between the extracellular fluid resistance Recf and Rerr as  
   errecf
f
RRRfZ 

0
02
lim

 (4.2) 
Meanwhile, in the case of 
f  a parallel impedance combination between Cm and Rm becomes 
negligible, that makes the small sinusoidal current I penetrate through the cell membrane. Thus, 
R  is equal to impedance combination among Recf, Ricf, and Rerr as shown in equation (4.3).
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Thus,  
    icfecf
ecf
RR
R
RRR

 
2
0
 (4.4) 
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From equation (4.4) the systematic error Rerr as stated in equation (4.2) and (4.3) can be 
eliminated. R in equation (4.4) should be normalized to its maximum value in all independent 
measurements because of the distance between electrode transmitters and receivers is varies. 
 
 R
R
Rnorm



max
         10  normR  (4.5) 
 Physically, by calculating Recf through the approximation of equation (4.5), the 
distinguishability information of the interface between the background and inclusion objects 
can be obtained because current pathway flows only in the extracellular fluid space. At f0, the 
flowing current is highly affected by the interface between the background and inclusion object 
because the background and inclusion objects have different extracellular fluid resistance.    
 Equation (4.5) follows Ohm’s law which describes the resistance at f0 with geometry 
electrode information. Figure 4.3 shows a relationship between Ohm’s law and a single 
measurement by using four-wire measurement. According to the Ohm’s law, a resistance value 
of medium with the current pathway length De and area contact between transmitter and 
receiver electrodes Ae can be predicted based the following equation (see figure 4.3): 
 







e
e
A
D
R   (4.6) 
 
Figure 4.3. A relationship between Ohm’s 
law and a single measurement by using 
four-wire measurement in EIT. 
 
where (= 1/) is resistivity. Ae is the area of height h and length Le. In figure 4.3, because image 
reconstruction is performed in 2D, the height of electrodes h is not shown. Le is the length of 
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the adjacent transmitter and receiver electrodes. In the multi-projection measurement, the value 
h and Le are constant in all independent measurement m. In order to predict the conductivity ( 
= 1/) based on two sequential frequency based on the Ohm’s law approachment, where 










e
e
Lh
D
R
0
00   at f0, and 









e
b
e
bb
Lh
D
R   at fb, the follow derivation can be used: 
 
e
b
e
b
e
e
b
hL
D
hL
D
RR  
0
00   (4.7) 
because 
b
ee DD 
0
, thus 
    bee
b RRDL
h





 
0
0    (4.8) 
Through the equation (4.8), the value of (0 - b) is unknown and that is the desired value. 
Whilst, the value of  ee DL  is constant at two sequential frequency. Mathematically, we can 
conclude by comparing equation (4.8) with equation (4.1) that normR  behaves as  ee DL . 
Knowing the geometry electrode information gives a prior information of the object of interest 
in order to obtain the abnormality difference from the background and inclusion. Thus,
normR  
has not only the geometry electrode information but also the information of the source of 
perturbation impedance, i.e., accurate location of the inclusion object. 
 Equation (4.1) behaves as a mapping of   b0 RR   value. The value of  b0 RR   simply 
eliminates the existence of Rerr which is the difference real part impedance from two sequential 
frequency, i.e., f0 and fb [20]. However,  b0 RR   value has no information about the source of 
perturbation impedance. To determine the source of perturbation impedance, the amplitude of 
 b0 RR   value is signified and synchronized with the trend line of normR . 
 
4.2.3.  A comparison between wfd-EIST and conventional EIT 
 As well as the proposed wfd-EIST, we also use the real R parts of impedance in 
conventional EIT methods to make a fair comparison. The conventional EIT methods as 
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aforementioned in the introduction are expressed in terms of conductivity distribution 
calculation as follows:  
td-EIT: ref
0
R
td RRZ 0  (4.9) 
fd-EIT: 
b0fd RRZ   (4.10) 
wfd-EIT: 
b
R
0wfd RRZ    (4.11) 
ref
0R  is the impedance of object reference that is defined as the baseline impedance of the object 
of interest for td-EIT. The value of R could be very high in the range 103 order. Z with high 
range order value makes the reconstruction more ill-posed because EIT reconstructed method 
in this study is proposed for a low change of conductivity. Thus, each value of R should be 
normalized with the first number measurement in the matrix of R. By using this method, the 
value of Z becomes smaller in the range of 101 order but without missing the information the 
abnormality difference. 
R  is a dimensionless weighted constant that calculated by using the 
standard inner product of two vectors as:  
 
00
b0R
Z,Z
Z,Z
   (4.12) 
The difference of wfd-EIST and other reconstruction methods are clarified as follows: in wfd-
EIST, not only impedance from two sequential frequency but also the dielectric parameters 
which are calculated by using only from the object of interest. The dielectric parameters: R , 
and 0R  are used as input variables of the objective function of the inverse problem.   
 
4.3. Experimental conditions of phantoms 
The proposed method was evaluated through the phantom experiments. Two types of 
phantom were used to examine the performance of wfd-EIST as shown in figure 4.4. One type 
of phantom consists inclusions in the frequency-independent background, and the other type 
consists inclusions in the frequency-dependent background. The conductivity and permittivity 
value at f = 100 kHz of frequency-dependent background object as carrot are icf-fdb = 0.169 
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mS/m and icf-fdb = 38.59 [-], and intracellular fluids as potato are icf = 23.02 mS/m and icf = 
6180 [-].  
Phantom Type 1: Frequency-independent background 
 The experiment of this phantom type was carried out to analyze the image 
reconstruction performance of separation between inclusions and frequency-independent 
background. This phantom type consists of saline water as a frequency-independent 
background and potato dice (15mm x 20mm x 40mm) as an inclusion. Two phantom conditions 
were considered: Phantom I consisting of one potato dice inclusion, and Phantom II consisting 
of two potato dice inclusions as shown in figure 4.4(a). The conductivity and permittivity value 
at f = 100 kHz of intracellular fluids as potato are icf = 23.02 mS/m and icf = 6180 [-]. Even 
though the human body is a frequency-dependent background object, the frequency-
independent background object is commonly used to show the reconstructed image 
performance in the simple condition. Thus, we still consider this phantom as an evaluation 
object.  
 
(a) 
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In order to reconstruct conductivity distribution , the impedance at f0, i.e., R0 as 
shown in figure 4.2 was chosen in all image reconstruction methods in equations (4.1), (4.9) to 
(4.11) because it has the highest cell membrane resistance Rm that causes more accurate 
distinguishability of extracellular fluid conductivity. In the application practice, a current I at 
f0 (DC current) cannot penetrate to the biological material because of high impedance value. 
However, R0 can be achieved by modeling the impedance data Z based on Cole-Cole dielectric 
relaxation model. Meanwhile, fb = 1 kHz is chosen. For td-EIT, a homogenous object without 
potato with saline water or extracellular fluid ecf = 0.26 S/m is used as an object reference.  
  
Phantom Type 2: Frequency-dependent background 
 Meanwhile, the phantom of frequency-dependent background object consists of a 
potato dice (20mm x 20mm x 40mm) inserted to the carrot dices as a background with saline 
water of extracellular fluid ecf filled in carrot dices space. The size of carrot dices is 2mm x 
2mm x 2mm = 8mm3. The carrot dices are softly packed to fill the sensor volume. Phantom III 
consists of only carrot dices and filled with saline water ecf = 6 mS/m. The conductivity and 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.4. Phantom conditions of (a) frequency independent background and  
(b) frequency dependent background. 
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permittivity value at f = 100 kHz of frequency-independent background object as carrot are icf-
fdb = 0.169 mS/m and icf-fdb = 38.59 [-]. Meanwhile, a potato dice is inserted in Phantom IV, 
and V. Two different extracellular fluids conductivity are examined in the frequency-dependent 
background object in order to investigate the effect of changing extracellular fluid compartment. 
The saline water in Phantom IV and Phantom V is ecf = 6 mS/m, and the saline water in 
Phantom V is ecf = 9.7 mS/m. 
 In order to reconstruct the conductivity distribution , the impedance at f0, i.e., R0 also 
is chosen in all image reconstruction methods in equations (4.1), (4.9) to (4.11) for frequency-
dependent background object. Meanwhile, fb = 4 kHz is chosen in frequency-dependent 
background object. For td-EIT, a homogenous object without potato with carrot dices or 
extracellular fluid ecf = 6 mS/m is used as an object reference, i.e., Phantom III.  
 
4.4. Experimental Results  
4.4.1.  Phantom type 1: Frequency-independent background 
In the case of the frequency-independent background object, wfd-EIST, td-EIT, fd-EIT 
and wfd-EIT show the abnormality difference ZR in similar trend line either for Phantom I or 
II but different amplitude as depicted in figure 4.5. The abnormality difference of wfd-EIST 
has the lowest value as compared with those of td-EIT, fd-EIT, and wfd-EIT, while, the 
abnormality difference of td-EIT RtdZ  are the highest value as compared with those wfd-EIST, 
fd-EIT and wfd-EIT.  Rnorm affects the intensity of abnormality difference of wfd-EIST 
R
EISTZ that has a lower value as compared with the other reconstruction methods as shown in 
figure 4.5. In EIT method, commonly the abnormality difference is calculated based on one 
baseline impedance value. It differs with Electrical Capacitance Tomography, as an example, 
that using two baseline capacitance value. Thus, in EIT method there is no upper condition of 
abnormality difference value. That is why in the most cases, the value of abnormality difference 
of EIT method is near to zero value. Based on this fact, even though the REISTZ looks like very 
weak or lower as compared with the other reconstruction methods, however, it doesn't mean 
that REISTZ is the worst. It is reasonable because based on 
R
EISTZ , still, we can see the 
reconstructed image. 
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Figure 4.6 shows the reconstructed images of normalized conductivity  distribution 
in the case of the novel wfd-EIST and the conventional EIT which are td-EIT, fd-EIT and wfd-
EIT. In these figures, the reconstructed image is evaluated in term of the accuracy of inclusion 
area, the image artifact, and the RMSE value.   
 
As shown in figure 4.6, the inclusion area (i.e., potato dice area) based on normalized 
conductivity distribution  of wfd-EIST is relatively more accurate compared with td-EIT, 
fd-EIT and wfd-EIT. A black dot square is a true inclusion area distribution. Even though the 
square shape of inclusion area is not well recognized by wfd-EIST, this performance is 
acceptable from view point of EIT. td-EIT reconstructed the inclusion area wider than expected. 
While, fd-EIT and wfd-EIT reconstructed is the inclusion area smaller than expected.  
Figure 4.7 shows RMSER of wfd-EIST is lower than the other reconstruction methods. 
In Phantom I, the RMSER of wfd-EIST is lower than that of td-EIT by 26.20%, of fd-EIT by 
22.56%, and of wfd-EIT by 22.76%. While, in Phantom II, the RMSER of wfd-EIST is lower 
than that of td-EIT by 1.75%, of fd-EIT by 0.41%, and of wfd-EIT by 0.26%.  
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.5. Abnormality difference ZR of wfd-EIST, td-EIT, fd-EIT and wfd-EIT in (a) 
Phantom I and (b) Phantom II. 
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Figure 4.6. Reconstructed image of normalized conductivity distribution  of the 
frequency-independent object. 
 
 
Figure 4.7. RMSER [%] comparison of Phantom I, and Phantom II for the reconstructed 
image of normalized conductivity distribution. 
 
4.4.2.  Phantom type 2: Frequency-dependent background 
Figure 4.8 shows the abnormality difference ZR obtained from all reconstruction 
methods for Phantom III, IV, and V respectively. Also, R
EISTZ  for frequency-dependent 
background object have the lowest value compared with other reconstruction methods. These 
results have the similar consistency of the results of figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.9 is the reconstructed images of normalized conductivity  distribution 
obtained from the abnormality difference in each reconstruction methods in figure 4.8. In 
figures 4.9(a), where there is no significance perturbation impedance variance, i.e. Z = 0, all 
reconstruction methods show similar results. In term of the normalized conductivity 
distribution, the inclusion area of wfd-EIST is closer to the black dot square area which is the 
true distribution of potato dice compared with another reconstruction method. Moreover, wfd-
EIST also shows less image artifact compared with another reconstruction method.  
Figure 4.10 shows the comparison of RMSER value that wfd-EIST has the lowest 
RMSER compared with other reconstruction methods except for Phantom III. In the case of 
Phantom III, RMSER of wfd-EIST is higher 100% than td-EIT, 2.07% than fd-EIT, and 2.63% 
 
(a) 
  
(b) (c) 
Figure 4.8.  Abnormality difference ZR of wfd-EIST, td-EIT, fd-EIT and wfd-EIT in (a) 
Phantom III, (b) Phantom IV, and (c) Phantom V. 
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than wfd-EIT. For phantom IV, the maximum different RMSER is attained between wfd-EIST 
and td-EIT, i.e., 7.65%, and the minimum different RMSER is attained between wfd-EIST and 
fd-EIT, i.e., 1.69%. Also for phantom V, the maximum different RMSER is attained between 
wfd-EIST and td-EIT, i.e., 17.14%, and the minimum different RMSER is attained between 
wfd-EIST and fd-EIT, i.e., 3.11%.   
 
  
 
Figure 4.9. Reconstructed image of normalized conductivity distribution  of the 
frequency-dependent object. 
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Figure 4.10. RMSER [%] comparison of Phantom III, Phantom IV, and Phantom V. 
 
 
4.4.3.  Selection of frequency fb  
 Selection of two sequential frequency pair plays crucial effect to obtain the accurate 
reconstructed image of conductivity  distribution. To obtain a lot of conductivity 
information of object of interest, the zero frequency f0 is chosen because the effect of the 
capacitive component in the real part impedance R0 has a minimum value. Meanwhile, fb either 
for conductivity  distribution is chosen at the lowest RMSE value.  
 Figures 4.11 shows the normalized conductivity distribution  against different 
frequency fb by each reconstruction algorithm of wfd-EIST, fd-EIT and wfd-EIT in the case of 
Phantom IV. The fb is changed from fb  = 2 kHz to 6 kHz. During the change of fb, the inclusion 
area by wfd-EIST is relatively constant and the inclusion position is relatively accurate. 
Meanwhile, fd-EIT and wfd-EIT do not show the inclusion area and position as accurate as 
wfd-EIST.  
 In a cross-sectional plot of normalized conductivity distribution shown in figures 
4.11, wfd-EIST shows the boundary interface between the potato dice and carrot dices 
relatively more stable and constant regardless of the frequency change as compared with fd-
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EIT and wfd-EIT. Moreover, the amplitude value of potato dice is increased more regularly 
compared with fd-EIT and wfd-EIT during the frequency changes. It is very clear that wfd-
EIST shows the boundary interface of potato dice remains constant in different frequency 
without suffering the image artifact. Meanwhile, fd-EIT and wfd-EIT could not eliminate the 
image artifact.     
   
  
(e) 
Figure 4.11. Effect of frequency difference on Phantom IV in the case of normalized conductivity 
distribution : (a) Phantom IV, (b) – (d) a cross-section plot  and (e) comparison of 
reconstructed images. 
 
   
4.5. Discussions 
4.5.1.  The evaluation of systematic error  
Figure 4.12(a) shows Rerr calculated by the difference between (Z0 - Zb) and (R0 - Rb) 
based on phantom III condition. In the ideal case, Rerr which is caused by the capacitive 
coupling impedance and the variance contact impedance should be a constant value among all 
measurement number. However, as shown in figure 4.12(a) the value of Rerr varies among all 
measurement number which means the systematic error remains in the impedance data Z.  
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Figure 4.12. Systematic error in term of the resistance value. 
 
 The incapability of td-EIT, fd-EIT or wfd-EIT to determine the source of perturbation 
impedance is caused of the remaining error, even though the real part impedance R is used as 
an input of objective function in order to eliminate the systematic error as suggested by [20]. 
This remaining error presents due to the inconsistency value of distributed current I1 in the 
object of interest (see figure 4.1(a)) and the error causes the image artifact of td-EIT, fd-EIT, 
and wfd-EIT as shown in figure 4.6 and 4.9. Meanwhile, the image artifact of wfd-EIST as 
shown in figure 4.6 and 4.9 are clearer than td-EIT, fd-EIT, and wfd-EIT. 
The remaining error can be analyzed through a Kirchhoff Loop analysis of figure 4.1(a).   
    
1
3122233
1
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I
ZIZIZZZI
I
V
I
V
fZ xx
meas
x
x

  (4.13) 
where   
4321 ZZZZ   (4.14) 
In Loop-I1:  
    0333641  ZZIZZZZI dd  or 
 
 364
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ZZI
I
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d
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
  (4.15) 
In Loop-I2:  
    0231522  cc ZZIZZZZI  or 
 
 152
22
2
ZZZZ
ZZI
I
c
c


  (4.16) 
In Loop-I3:  
      03122233  dcxcd ZZIZZIZZZZZI  or  
 
(4.17) 
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Based on equation (4.15), the variance of contact impedance Z3 and Z4 affects on the intensity 
value of I1. In the ideal case, the value of I1 should be constant. In the multi-projection 
measurement, Z3 and Z4 are changed to another electrode. In the actual case, as stated by 
equation (4.14), the value of I1 is also changed. Consequently, the inconsistency of distributed 
current I1 in the object of interest due to the variance contact impedance could not be overcome 
by using the difference of the real part impedance R at two sequential frequency, (R0 - Rb). 
Accordingly, (R0 - Rb) is only to signify the variance of conductivity in the analysis of 
abnormality difference Z. 
 The value of the capacitive coupling impedance Zd as shown in equation (4.15) also 
plays a crucial factor to the intensity of I1. The value of Zd can be affected by the noise 
measurement.  Because noise measurement has time-dependent behavior which is different 
from the object reference, it’s difficult to ascertain the inconsistency of distributed current I1 in 
the object of interest due to the noise measurement by using td-EIT. Thus, td-EIT still suffers 
the image artifact as shown in figures 4.6 and 4.9. 
 
4.5.2  Meanings of Rnorm in reconstruction of normalized conductivity distribution 
 
 Inherently, the abnormality difference as shown in figure 4.5 consists the perturbation 
impedance not only from the object of interest but also from the systematic error. In this regard, 
wfd-EIST tries to decrease the abnormality difference from the systematic error without losing 
the abnormality difference from the object of interest. This can be conducted by using the prior 
information of geometry electrode from the baseline impedance Rnorm. The function of Rnorm 
behaves as a weighted function in order to synchronize and to signify the perturbation 
impedance from the inclusion. Figure 4.13 shows Rnorm calculated from the phantom IV 
condition. As shown in figure 4.13, Rnorm affects the amplitude of (R0 - Rb).  
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Figure 4.13. The Effect of Rnorm 
 
 Even though the perturbation impedance is simply recognized by using two sequential 
frequency impedances, i.e. (R0 - Rb), however, it is difficult to distinguish the source of 
perturbation impedance because of the remaining error. In wfd-EIT, a weighted function   is 
used as a representative of perturbation impedance from the background object. However, the 
 value depends on the selection of fb as shown in equation (4.12) and the accuracy depends 
on the prior information accuracy of the background object. In the actual case, getting a prior 
information of background object is not a trivial task and it can only be conducted by an 
invasive method which makes a troublesome in EIT application for biological imaging. In the 
proposed of wfd-EIST in equation (4.1), i.e.  bnorm
R
EIST RRRZ  0 , Rnorm can overcome 
the troublesome of wfd-EIT and behaves as a weighted function of real part impedance from 
two sequential frequency. As compared with wfd-EIT, a weighted function in wfd-EIST does 
not depend on the selection of fb. Thus, wfd-EIST does not need the prior information of 
background object.  
   In order to overcome the inconsistency value of distributed current I1 in the object of 
interest, a weighted function of Rnorm is used because it has the relationship between the sensor 
geometry and the resistance value from all multi-projection measurements m. As shown in 
figure 4.14, the comparison value of Rnorm versus the measurement number list for one 
rotation projection measurement as explained in Table 3.1 in chapter 3. The value of Rnorm 
provides not only the information of electrode geometry but also the spatial condition of 
inclusion object.  
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 The proposed wfd-EIST for reconstruction of normalized conductivity distribution 
 either for frequency-independent and the frequency-dependent 
background object. As shown in figure 4.14, Rnorm shows comparable characteristics between 
each background condition. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.14. The comparison value of Rnorm versus measurement number in the case of (a) 
frequency-independent background object and (b) frequency-dependent background object. 
 
4.6.  Summary  
 A novel weighted frequency difference method for image reconstruction of normalized 
conductivity  without using the object of reference based on the principle of Electrical 
Impedance Spectro-Tomography, which are called wfd-EIST, has been developed in this study. 
Phantom experiment studies have been conducted by using frequency-independent background 
and frequency-dependent background objects. Based on the results and discussion of the 
reconstructed images, it can be concluded that: 
(1) wfd-EIST has relatively lower RMSE values for normalized conductivity distribution 
as compared with conventional reconstruction methods such as td-EIT, fd-EIT, and 
wfd-EIT either for frequency-independent background or frequency-dependent 
background objects.   
(2) wfd-EIST shows the inclusion object more accurate and has least image artifact 
compared with conventional reconstruction methods. 
(3) wfd-EIST can resolve the drawback of two frequencies selection of fd-EIT and wfd-
EIT to distinguish the perturbation impedance from the background or the inclusion 
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object by using a weighted function Rnorm for reconstruction of conductivity 
distribution  as a baseline impedance value. 
(4) The remaining error could not be eliminated by only using the real part impedance R at 
two sequential frequency which is caused by the inconsistency value of distributed 
current in the object of interest. 
(5) A weighted function of Rnorm explains the relationship between the sensor geometry 
and the resistance value from all multi-projection measurements m. 
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Chapter 5 Regulation of the spatio-temporal 
distribution for long-term monitoring 
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5.1    Motivation of investigation 
Integrating EIS and EIT has another consequence, the object interest could be possible 
has two conditions, i.e., a static condition such as bio-medical imaging applications except for 
lung diagnostic and a non-static condition such as electrochemical process and 
biomass/bioprocessing applications. Therefore, the imaging technique should have a capability 
not only performed based on the frequency-difference method but also on the time-difference 
method. 
The flow rate of lymph formation is very slow, Smith concluded it is about 1–5ml/h [1], 
meanwhile at the human skin about 10 m/s [2]. As the increasing of Lymphedema stage, the 
measured impedance is decreased [3,4]. In other words, the conductivity value of interstitial 
fluid is increased. During the early stage, although the conductivity changes but the volume of 
the body is not changing.  
In the static condition where the ratio conductivity to time (/t) is very low, a time-
difference imaging can be used. In this case, the spatial distribution at a different time is 
relatively constant, but the conductivity value changes. If the reference condition is absent, a 
frequency difference also can be used. Meanwhile, in the non-static condition where the ratio 
conductivity to time (/t) is very high, a time-difference imaging can be used. In this case, 
the spatial distribution at the short time changes rapidly. For relatively complex of object 
interest, where the reference condition is absent, the spatial distribution needs to be monitored 
in different time. Therefore, it is required a frequency-time difference imaging method. 
Some authors have been proposed regarding the spatio-temporal distribution, such as 
Kalman filter, temporal reconstruction algorithm, interpolation, and reduced-order model [5–
10]. Essentially, these proposed methods are appropriate to be applied for specific cases and 
the most application is for pulmonary monitoring in the lung. Therefore, we can conclude as 
what has been reviewed that this proposed method could not declare which method is the 
winner [11]. Without disregarding the other author proposal, we govern our spatio-temporal 
distribution regulation based on the impedance spectroscopy point of view as an alternative 
that specifically for Lymphedema monitoring.      
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5.2    A regulation of the spatio-temporal distribution: Frequency-time 
difference imaging method 
As depicted at figure 5.1, for P

 is the impedance spectrum at time t1, and Q

 is the 
impedance spectrum at time t2 (t2 > t1), then by using a frequency difference method to show 
the inhomogeneity it can be written:  
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where Zr = Re{Z()}.   
 
 
The intensity value of equation (5.1) and (5.2) is responsible for the spatial distribution. 
As the increase of conductivity  as the time goes by, if 23    makes .
12
nn ZZ   Thus, makes 
a priori information of spatial distribution at past time is disappeared. It makes the conductivity 
change in different time cannot be extracted accurately. Therefore,
2
nZ should be same with 
1
nZ
or 23   . Based on this condition, to find 3 a regularization condition should be:  
 
Figure 5.1. The Nyquist plot of impedance P

 and Q

 at different time when the conductivity 
 changes. 
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QP

  where 23    (5.3) 
Therefore,  
       1123  QPPQ   (5.4) 
To quantifies the difference amplitude of conductivity distribution between different time t: 


 


1t
ttt
 (5.5) 
where, t = {1, … , }. t and t are the value of the integer which represents different time.  
is the reconstructed image of conductivity distribution which is calculated based on equation 
(2.19) in chapter 2.  
 
5.3    Phantom conditions 
A semi-solid background phantom as depicted figure 5.2 is used and consisted of a 
potato dice (20 x 20 mm) inserted to carrot dices (2 x 2 x 1 mm) with different saline water sw 
= 6, 9.7, 40 and 56 mS/m filled in carrot dices space. This phantom is made to artificially 
condition where the spatial distribution is relatively constant whilst the conductivity changes 
during the time. 
 
Figure 5.2. Phantom condition. 
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5.4    Results and discussion of long-term monitoring based on EIST 
5.4.1.  The comparison of frequency angular  
Table 5.1 shows the difference frequency range among different saline water 
conductivities of phantom figure 5.2. The f2 is calculated based on equation (5.4). Meanwhile, 
f1 is a zero frequency which the resistance R0 will be employed in equation (5.1) and (5.2).   
TABLE 5.1 
Comparison of frequency range among different saline water conductivity 
 
Condition sw(mS/m) f1 (kHz) f2 (kHz) 
0 6 0 Hz 4.4 kHz 
1 9.7 0 Hz 4.8 kHz 
2 40 0 Hz 4.8 kHz 
3 56 0 Hz 5.2 kHz 
  
Figure 5.2 shows us that as the increasing of saline water conductivity sw makes the 
gradient of real impedance Zr between inhomogeneity and the reference value is changed. As 
the spatial images are reconstructed based on frequency difference imaging method, then the 
frequency range should be adjusted. To make the spatial image is constant, it shows that as the 
conductivity value of saline water sw increases, the f2 increases as well (see figure 5.2(a)). 
 
5.4.2.  Image reconstruction results 
Equation (5.2) and (5.3) are the representation of equation (5.1) that must be concerned 
in frequency difference imaging of EIT. By using the regularization parameter (13), the spatial 
image can be constant as shown in figure 5.2 (a). To extract the increasing conductivity value, 
equation (5.4) is used. The image reconstruction results of equation (5.4) as shown in figure 
5.2 (b). Figure 5.2 (b) shows the different intensity value of saline water conductivity sw at 
carrot dices space and the potato area still can be seen during the different of sw.  
Figure 5.3 is a quantification of figure 5.2. It represents of cross-section plot from x-
axis (a dashed line at phantom figure) to show the comparison value of reconstructed image 
between frequency difference method (figure 5.3 (a)) and frequency-time difference method 
(figure 5.3 (b)). Figure 5.3 (a) shows the reconstructed image of the potato dice is relatively 
constant during the changing of saline water.  Meanwhile, in Figure 5.3 (b) shows the changing 
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of saline water in the interspace of carrot dices without missing the information of the potato 
dice position or the spatial image as shown by using the frequency difference method. 
 
 
Figure. 5.2. Image reconstruction results with the conductivity value of saline water is 
changed at carrot dices space, (a) the image reconstruction with frequency difference 
method and (b) the image reconstruction with frequency-time difference method. 
 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure. 5.3. Cross section plot of normalized resistance value calculated by (a) frequency 
difference method, and (b) frequency-time difference method. 
 
5.4.3.  Discussion of long-term monitoring based on EIST 
Figure 5.2 (a) shows a frequency difference imaging by using a R0 as a reference value. 
Meanwhile, another Re(Z) at difference frequency is used as the object interest condition. The 
objective of this figure is to show the resistance distribution. The different artificial condition 
during the different time is made by changing the conductivity value of saline water that is 
filled in the carrot dices interspace. The frequency difference imaging regularization of (14) 
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shows the spatial imaging accurately at a different time, as shown in Figure 5.2 (a) and Figure 
5.3 (a). Meanwhile, to quantify the effect of increasing value of saline water in the carrot dices 
interspace, equation (5.4) and (5.5) are employed as shown in Figure 5.2 (b) and Figure 5.3 (b). 
The regularization of frequency difference imaging and the frequency-time difference imaging 
based on equation (5.2) and (5.4) have the tendency to show the reaction process where the 
spatial condition is relatively slow, but the electrical properties are highly changed in different 
time. Figure 5.2 (b) and figure 5.3 (b) show that the method of equation (5.3) and (5.4) can 
monitor the changing of saline water conductivity in the carrot dices interspace at a different 
time without missing the spatial image.  
We realize, in figure 5.3(a) and (b), the frequency-time difference imaging method does 
not have a capability to show the normalized resistance value of potato dice accurately. In 
figure 5.3 (a), the normalized resistance value of potato dice in sm = 6mS/m is lower than 
others. Meanwhile, figure 5.3 (b), the normalized potato value is not constant in all condition. 
As the saline water conductivity is changed in the carrot dices interspace, therefore in the ideal 
condition the normalized resistance value of potato dice in figure 5.3 (a) and (b) are constant. 
In this regard, the extent of imaging method is needed to analyze exclusively of a particular 
region. One method that we concerned is a sectorized sensitivity matrix that will be considered 
in the further study [12]. 
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6.1    Motivation of investigation 
Essentially, the impedance measurement can be conducted through resistive electrode 
and the capacitive electrode. In chapter 3 to chapter 5, the impedance measurement is 
conducted through the resistive electrode by which the electrode directly contacts to the skin 
surface. However, in the long-term monitoring case, the resistive electrode is suffering the 
electrode error due to the electrode movement. Therefore, it is needed a robust sensor that can 
eliminate the electrode movement.   
Capacitive electrode is proposed due to its robustness in term of the electrode movement 
effect for long-term monitoring [1]. By using the capacitive electrode, the physiological 
condition of biological tissue is analyzed based on the capacitance measurement. A 
reconstruction method based on capacitance measurement which is so-called Electrical 
Capacitance Tomography (ECT) has similar method with EIT. Even though, ECT is most 
proper to use for showing the permittivity distribution. However, it also has a capability to 
show the conductivity distribution [2].     
ECT was invented to image the permittivity distribution of a multiphase flow from the 
multi-projection capacitance measurement [3,4]. Recently, it is used to reach the understanding 
of the hydrodynamic process or chemical process of a relatively complex multiphase 
distribution such as monitoring temperature distribution in a cooling process [5], cells 
distribution in microchannel sensor [6], thrombus analysis in blood flow [7], industrial process 
in fluidized bed [8], two phases flow regime and velocity analysis [9] and soil water content 
[10]. Generally, the ECT sensor is categorized into two types, i.e. internal and external 
electrodes from the viewpoints of the electrodes design for its particular applications. The 
internal electrode allows the inspected medium directly to contact with electrode material. The 
internal electrode durability is short due to cost of construction and contamination with medium 
[11]. Meanwhile, the external electrode uses the inner wall in between the electrode material 
and medium. Due to practical reason that needs a non-intrusive and a nondestructive imaging 
technique, the external electrode type is mostly used. However, the inner wall material makes 
a gap permittivity between the external electrode and the inspected medium that causes the 
nonlinearity between the permittivity and the measured capacitance increased, particularly in 
the adjacent measurement pair [12,13].   
The nonlinearity behavior of the electric field and the measured capacitance, which is 
called an ill-determined condition, makes a directly prediction of permittivity based on the 
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measured capacitance is difficult to ascertain. In order to overcome the ill-determined condition 
of ECT, it is needed to normalize the measured capacitance of an inspected medium within 
two-known homogenous mediums. These two-known homogenous mediums are used as the 
reference values of predicted permittivity distribution which have the lower and higher 
permittivity values than an inspected medium permittivity. By using a priori knowledge of two 
known-mediums condition, the imaging of inspected medium becomes well-defined [14]. The 
two known-mediums is measured prior to the inspected medium measurement.  
Several normalization models were developed for ECT. Parallel model is the first 
normalization model introduced by Xie in 1992 at the first time ECT technique [12]. Parallel 
model is straightforward to normalize the inspected medium, i.e. the two phases flow of gas – 
oil is assumed as a parallel of capacitor network. However, this model is too robust to mimic 
the real phenomena of inspected medium as the most cases it is quite complex. An improved 
model which is called Series model was proposed by Yang at 1999 [15]. This model assumes 
that the components of the inspected medium are similar with a series of capacitor network. A 
numerical modelling of a simple phantom showed that the series model has higher accurate to 
predict the volume fraction than the parallel model. When the components of inspected medium 
are not a simple network of parallel or series model, then to overcome this condition the 
Maxwell model was proposed [16,17]. Maxwell model assumes that the inspected medium is 
a mixture between a disperse phase (e.g. air holdup) and a continuous phase (e.g. water) which 
do not affect the electric field’s distribution of each other [18]. And the disperse phase is 
surrounded by a continuous phase. However, the Maxwell model is only properly to be used 
for low volume fraction of disperse phase [17]. An extended of Maxwell model for higher 
volume fraction of disperse phase is Böttcher Model. Böttcher model assumes that the disperse 
phase immerses to the continuous phase. It is expected can predict either for the fraction of 
disperse or continuous phase [17,19]. Historically, Maxwell and Böttcher model are governed 
to predict the volume fraction of component in two phases flow. Lately, in ECT application, a 
volume fraction estimation is directly assumed as a normalized value of capacitance’s 
inspected medium between the two-known homogenous mediums.  
These four conventional normalization models are mathematically governed to mimic 
the equivalent mixture of permittivity of the inspected medium distribution. In ECT, a 
normalization stage is used to predict accurately the difference between the inspected medium 
capacitance and reference medium capacitance to show the spatial distribution reconstruction. 
The accuracy of ECT to show the actual permittivity distribution of inspected medium depends 
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on the accuracy of normalization model to differ an inclusion of measured capacitance between 
two-known homogenous mediums. As the permittivity distribution of inspected medium 
becomes complex, therefore the normalization model is expected to have a good performance 
to anticipate the dynamic change of mixture permittivity inside the inspected medium. From 
the aforementioned, the normalization models are governed based on the medium phases 
composition and assumed based on discrete distribution. The conventional normalization 
models are valid in the case of the linear relationship between measured capacitance and 
inspected medium permittivity. However, considering the inherent nonlinearity behavior of 
capacitance as the mixing permittivity dynamically changes, it is not considered yet in the 
existing normalization models. Based on this fact, the ECT with external electrode is applied 
mostly in low contrast dielectric application. Applying ECT in high-contrast multiphase 
distribution makes the reconstructed image highly diverge, not accurate and needs an advanced 
image reconstruction algorithm [12]. In low contrast dielectric distribution, the capacitance 
change due to the increasing of permittivity is relatively linear. Systematically studies of 
normalization model that considering the nonlinearity of capacitance due to the existence of 
inner wall is not reported yet. The inaccuracy of normalization model cause many important 
hydrodynamic and hydro-chemical aspects are lost. Thus, it causes a lack of understanding and 
poor monitoring accuracy of the physical behavior of multiphase distribution, and limits the 
application area.  
This chapter presents a new normalization model based on a nonlinear characteristic of 
capacitance, i.e. exponential model. The exponential is proposed based on the relationship 
between the capacitance change and permittivity change is an exponential form. In the 
presented normalization model, the complexity of components network is disregarded however 
the nonlinearity characteristic of the measured capacitance is scrutinize considered. The 
governed model was investigated and compared with parallel, series, Maxwell and Böttcher 
model for using simulation and experiment data. The phantom conditions were designed to 
make artificially the low and high contrast dielectric distribution. As the external electrode 
sensor always suffering the nonlinearity measurement, we consider the effect of inner wall 
permittivity and thickness. These two issues are considered in simulation studies before we 
investigate the exponential model performance. 
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6.2    Exponential Model Normalization  
6.2.1.  Forward and Inverse Problem 
The basic physics of ECT works based on the Poisson equation. If there is a two-
dimension domain  which is occupied by a dielectric medium with permittivity , 
conductivity  and several capacitive electrodes attached in the boundary as shown in figure 
6.1. Then, by using a quasi-static approximation and zero charge density assumption, the 
electric field distribution inside a sensor can be described by a Poisson equation as follow:  
     0 rr

  in  (6.1) 
where  is a potential distribution and r

is position vector. The permittivity distribution is 
predicted from the acquired of capacitance data in time series by using several of capacitive 
electrode enclosed in the periphery of inspected medium. To measure the capacitance in a 
collection of projection measurement, it should be applied a Dirichlet boundary condition at a 
transmitter electrode: 
 
 
(a) (b) 
 
Figure 6.1. (a) Schematic of ECT Sensor and (b) pixel number configuration of area 
inside inner wall. 
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where )2sin(0 ftVV   is a voltage variance in a particular frequency signal f with the 
amplitude V and Ld

 is the arc-length of electrode. Meanwhile for a receiver electrode: 
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After the electric field is distributed, the capacitance C can be measured by the following 
relation:  
    



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jiΓrji
ji rrr
V
C
,
d
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,
,


  (6.4) 
where, Vi,j is different voltage between electrode i-th as a transmitter and j-th as a receiver 
and jiΓ , is area affected by the electric line of force. As the equation (6.4) stated, the 
accumulated charge intensity at the capacitive electrode material depends on the electric field 
distribution. An inhomogeneity distribution alters the electric field line and affects the 
accumulated charge in capacitive electrode material. A small change of permittivity 
distribution makes a high change of capacitance, called ill-conditioned. The permittivity value 
as depicted at equation (6.1) and (6.4), is the mixture value between the insulating wall and 
the inspected medium.  
If the scanning method of ECT system is designed one electrode for transmitter and one 
electrode for receiver and there are N electrodes, Nne ,,1  then by assuming the inspected 
medium is isotropic homogen and the reciprocity principles ( ijji CC ,,  ) it could be get the 
independent number of measurement   21 NNm . 
Regarding of reconstruction matters, it is needed to predict C from the permittivity 
distribution prediction, called forward problem. In this study, the forward problem is solved by 
using the following equation: 
 SGC ji 
'
,  (6.5) 
where 𝐺  is the normalized permittivity distribution estimation, 𝑆  is the sensitivity matrix of 
m   n, 𝐶𝑖,𝑗
′  is the matrix of predicted normalized capacitance of m   1. Meanwhile, n is the 
pixel number. The relationship between pixel number and sensor dimension is illustrated at 
figure 6.1. 
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Meanwhile, for Inverse problem stage in order to predict 𝐺 , an image reconstruction 
algorithm based on GVSPM (Generalized vector sampled pattern matching) method is used 
[20]. This iterative technique is as follows: 
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where k is the number of iterations, and 𝐶 is the matrix of m   1 which is the number of 
normalized capacitance measurement.  
 
6.2.2. Proposed Exponential Model Normalization 
The physical meaning of normalization is how differ the measured data between two 
point references. Due to the inspected medium permittivity is assumed always in the range of 
permittivity of two-known mediums, thus the inspected medium capacitance can be assumed 
always between the two-known mediums capacitance. As the increasing of mixing permittivity 
value, the trend line of capacitance that acquired by a particular of measurement pair is 
changing in a nonlinear form. Thus, the normalized value should have similar changing trend 
line, i.e. nonlinear form. 
 
Figure 6.2. The general behavior between the permittivity medium and the measured 
capacitance of ECT sensor. 
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The trend line of a capacitance measurement pair as the changing of mixing permittivity 
value can be seen at figure 6.2, which is the general characteristic between the permittivity 
medium  and the actual capacitance C. In order to simplify the relationship, the value of x-
axis and y-axis is normalized between two-known mediums. Data at y-axis are what we are 
desire as the normalized capacitance characteristic.  In practical application, the absolute value 
of permittivity data at x-axis of figure 6.2 are represented based on the measured capacitance 
C. By formulating the trend line of a capacitance measurement pair and considering the 
changing of mixing permittivity value, the nonlinear normalized of inspected medium 
capacitance can be approximately predicted. 
The equation form that suitable with the trend line of measured capacitance as depicted 
at figure 2 is the two-term exponential function: 
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where, 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, and 𝑑 are the constant variable, hjiC , is the measured capacitance of medium 
defined as the highest permittivity, 
l
jiC , is measured capacitance of medium defined as the 
lowest permittivity, 
m
jiC , is the measured capacitance of an inspected medium, meanwhile nejiC ,  
is the improved of normalized capacitance npjiC , . In equation (6.7), a and c is the starting point 
when npjiC ,  is 0  0 ca . c and d are constant variable that depend on the geometry of 
electrode pair configuration. In this equation, Euler’s number (e = 2.718) is chosen as it is the 
most appropriate the exponential basis rate function. The parameters 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, and 𝑑 are attained 
by using an exponential fitting curve technique by tracing the capacitance measurement when 
the mixing permittivity value inside the sensor is changing from the lowest to highest 
permittivity value.  
Comparing with the existing normalization models as aforementioned in the 
introduction section, the existing normalization models of ECT can be seen as follows: 
Parallel Model [12]:  
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Series Model [15]:  
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Maxwell Model [17,21]:   
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Böttcher Model [22,23]:  
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where, K is the ratio of 
h
jiC ,  and 
l
jiC , . Comparing between equation (6.7) and (6.8), the 
normalized capacitance as the input of equation (6.7) are basically is equation (6.8).  
 
6.2.3. Exponential Fitting Method    
In order to predict constant variable of  𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, and 𝑑, L points of different permittivity 
r are needed.  
    lpjijijilpjijijilneji CdcCbaC ,,,,,,,,,, expexp    Ll ,...,1  (6.12) 
By using nonlinear least square fitting method, the constant variable of  𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, and 𝑑 are 
selected when the residual r is minimized.    
  jijijijilpjilnejil dcbaCfCr ,,,,,,,, ,,,,  (6.13) 
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The equation (14) is at minimum value by find  
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where 
L
lrS
1
2 , ],,,,[ ,,,,
,
, jijijiji
lp
ji dcbaC . 
Using 16 capacitive electrodes (120 independent measurements) of a circle shaped wall 
makes it has only 8 unique measurement pairs that has similar distance between transmitter 
and receiver electrodes. Thus, the constant variable of  𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, and 𝑑 can be derived only for 
the first-8 measurement pairs. 
A finite element method (FEM) simulation is employed to make several different 
permittivity mediums inside a sensing domain instead of using experiment. Regarding the 
difference accuracy of capacitance measurement between a FEM simulation and experiment, 
it is needed an adjustment technique. Therefore, the range capacitance value between 
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simulation and experiment is expected to be similar.  The adjustment can be conducted by using 
the following equation:   
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 mjiadj
km
ji CkC ,),(   (6.17) 
where, siml jiC

,  and 
simh
jiC

,  are the lowest and highest permittivity medium’s capacitance from 
simulation and kmjiC ),( is the adjusted capacitance measurement. The value of adjk is 1 if the value 
between simulation and experiment are equal.  
Due to any arbitrary complex distribution only affects to the variance of measured 
capacitance and as long as the mixing permittivity value is in the range between two-known 
medium’s permittivity. Therefore, a variance of homogenous material is chosen instead of a 
high complex distribution.  
6.3    Simulation Studies 
6.3.1. Simulation Condition  
Analysis of inner wall permittivity 
Firstly, we analyzed the effect of inner wall permittivity in term of nonlinearity 
capacitance measurement. The sensor design as depicted at figure 1 with d = 3 mm and D = 80 
mm. The inner wall permittivity is changed from wall = 2 to 5 [-], meanwhile the permittivity 
inspected medium is changed r = 1 to 80 [-].   
 
Figure 6.3. Phantom conditions. 
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Analysis of inner wall thickness 
Secondly, we analyzed the effect of inner wall thickness. The inner wall thickness is 
changed from d = 0 to 4 mm, meanwhile the diameter of inner wall D is changed to make D + 
2d = 86 mm which is constant diameter of outer wall. Therefore, the arc-length of each 
electrode dL is constant. 
 
Analysis of inspected medium permittivity  
Thirdly, we analyzed the effect of inspected medium permittivity by changing the r 
value from r = 1 to 80 [-]. Meanwhile, wall = 3 [-] and d = 3 mm. 
 
Analysis of image reconstruction performance 
Fourthly, seven phantoms are used to investigate the reconstruction performance of 
exponential model as depicted at figure 6.3. Phantom-1 is a stratified water condition with 
composition of water water = 78 [-] that have water depth h = 3D/4 and air air = 1 [-]. Phantom-
2 and phanom-3 are composed with two acrylic rods acrylic = 3 [-] that have different diameter 
da = 25 mm and db = 20 mm with water water = 78 [-] and air air = 1 [-] as the background 
respectively. Phantom-4 and phanom-5 are composed with one acrylic rods acrylic = 3 [-] that 
have diameter da = 25 mm with water water = 78 [-] and air air = 1 [-] as the background 
respectively. Meanwhile, phantom-6 and phantom-7 are composed with one acrylic rods acrylic 
= 3 [-] that have different db = 20 mm with water water = 78 [-] and air air = 1 [-] as the 
background respectively. Phantom-1, phantom-2, phantom-4 and phantom-6 are representing 
of high contrast distribution, meanwhile phantom-3, phantom-5 and phantom-7 are 
representing of low contrast dielectric distribution. The color scale of figure 3 is normalized 
with air and water as two-known mediums.   
The FEM simulation was conducted with added-noise condition SNR 73 dB by using 
the following equation: 
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where Cm and Cnoise is the amplitude of root means square (RMS) amplitude of the measured 
capacitance and the signal noise respectively. The region of inspected medium is divided into 
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64 x 64 (nx = 64 and ny = 64) resolution for reconstruction. As the accuracy of results depends 
to the accuracy of mesh, in this study the maximum of mesh size is chosen to D/38.4.  
To evaluate the performances, three categories of evaluations are used in this study, which 
are Correlation Coefficient (CC), Image Error (IE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): 
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where trueG  is the normalized permittivity of true distribution, kG is the reconstructed image 
distribution, trueC  is the measured capacitance and kC  is the predicted capacitance based on 
forward problem. In ideal condition where the ratio area and the permittivity value of image 
reconstruction is equal to phantom’s condition, the value of CC is 1. And IE that represents the 
quantification of how differ the image reconstruction with the phantom condition. RMSE shows 
the aggregate residual value between the true capacitance and the predicted capacitance of 
forward problem. If CC value is 1 then IE and RMSE value is 0. 
 
6.3.2. Simulation results 
Figure 6.4 shows the comparison of measured capacitance if the inner wall permittivity is 
changed from wall = 2 to 5 [-] and meanwhile the inner wall thickness is fixed at d = 3 mm. 
Figure 6.4 (a) is the measured capacitance between 1st and 3rd electrodes, meanwhile figure 6.4 
(b) between 1st and 8th electrodes. Even tough, the inner wall permittivity increases however 
the nonlinearity of measured capacitance is not changed. In this condition, the inner wall 
permittivity does not affect to the nonlinearity trend line of measured capacitance.  
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Figure 6.5 shows the comparison of measured capacitance in the case that the inner wall 
thickness is changed from d = 0 to 4 mm under the fixed inner wall permittivity wall = 3 [-]. 
Figure 6.5 (a) is the measured capacitance between 1st and 3rd electrodes, meanwhile figure 6.5 
(b) between 1st and 8th electrodes. In this condition, the inner wall thickness d affects to the 
different nonlinearity of measured capacitance. As the increasing inner wall thickness d, the 
nonlinearity of measured capacitance is increased. The wall thickness d = 0 mm means it is an 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.4. The comparison of measured capacitance of (a) 3rd electrode and (b) 8th 
electrode where 1st electrode as a transmitter. The inner wall permittivity is changed from 
wall = 2 to 5 [-] and the inner wall thickness is fixed at d = 3 mm. 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.5. The comparison of measured capacitance of (a) 3rd electrode and (b) 8th 
electrode where 1st electrode as a transmitter. The inner wall thickness is changed from d = 
0 to 4 mm under the fixed inner wall permittivity wall = 3 [-]. 
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internal electrode ECT. Figure 6.5 shows that the measured capacitance trend line of internal 
electrode ECT is linear.  
As shown by figure 6.6, when the permittivity wall is fixed wall = 3, d = 3 mm and the 
permittivity value of inspected medium is changed r = 1 to 80, the electric field distribution 
decreases in the medium but increases in the wall.  
Based on conclusions of figures 6.4 and 6.5, the simulation and experiment studies are 
conducted with external electrode d = 3 mm and wall = 3 [-]. These values are chosen as the 
average value of common range value for inner wall permittivity and thickness in the real 
applications.  
Table 6.1 shows the comparison of variable constants of exponential equation as depicted 
by equation (6.7) for d = 3 mm and wall = 3 [-]. As aforementioned before, 0 ca as it is a 
 
Figure 6.6. A cross section plot of electric field distribution E. 
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starting point of nonlinear normalized capacitance. However, at the exponential function 
characteristic, a or c is not 0 therefore a + c is always very small near to 0. The variable 
constants of measurement number m = 1 is modified to be similar with measurement number 
m = 2, as the nonlinearity of measurement number m = 1 has reached the critical point below 
of r = 80 [-]. Above the critical point, the normalization of capacitance at measurement number 
m = 1 is not valid. Therefore, the normalization of measurement number m = 1 should be 
modified to the nearest measurement number, i.e. measurement number m = 2. The constant 
variables b and d are varying that depend on the geometry composition between two electrodes 
pair.  
Table 6.1. The comparison of variable constants of exponential equation. 
Measurement 
Number 
Electrode number Variable constant of exponential equation 
m Transmitter Receiver a b c d 
1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 0.9275 0.0821 -0.9282 -5.1662 
2 3 0.9275 0.0821 -0.9282 -5.1663 
3 4 0.9229 0.1215 -0.9254 -3.0749 
4 5 0.9341 0.1651 -0.9380 -2.2310 
5 6 6.3486 -0.4415 -6.3489 -0.7215 
6 7 5.4712 -0.3345 -5.4730 -0.6294 
7 8 1.3197 0.0924 -1.3235 -1.0894 
8 9 315.6676 -0.3999 -315.6701 -0.4047 
 
Figure 6.7. Comparison performance among the normalization models with true value 
when 1st electrode as the transmitter and 3rd electrode as the receiver. 
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Figure 6.7 shows the comparison of normalization methods performance for d = 3 mm and 
wall = 3 [-]. The true value is attained in the case the 1st electrode as transmitter and the 3rd 
electrode as a receiver. The x-axis value is the normalized permittivity medium r between two-
known mediums. As the increasing permittivity value, the measured capacitance is 
exponentially increased. The x-axis is the normalized permittivity that an inverse problem stage 
tries to predict in term of normalized value. The difference between true and predicted values 
makes error in reconstructed image. Based on this figure, parallel model normalizes the 
measured capacitance in a straight forward between two-known mediums. The Series and 
Böttcher model normalize the measured capacitance higher than the true value in the low 
contrast dielectric region. The Maxwell model normalizes the measured capacitance too lower 
compare with other models. Meanwhile, as the exponential model is derived based on the 
inherent characteristic of a capacitance trend line; thus it normalizes the measured capacitance 
more accurate than other models.     
Figure 6.8 shows the comparison of the reconstructed images among all normalization 
models for d = 3 mm and wall = 3 [-]. The reconstructed images are the distribution of 
normalized permittivity G which has value in the range of 0 to 1 (0 <= G <= 1) as explained in 
the equation (6.6). Phantom-1 as a high contrast dielectric distribution, parallel, series and 
exponential model show more accurate image than Maxwell and Böttcher model. Series model 
show more superior than other models. The inherent of low sensitivity in the middle area sensor 
occurs in the parallel and exponential model but it does not occur at series model. In the case 
of phantom-1, exponential model shows better result than parallel model. Phantom-2 is a high 
contrast dielectric distribution, acrylic rod as a lower permittivity medium has lower area 
compare with air area at phantom-1 and water as the background medium. In this case, parallel 
and exponential model show more accurate than other models. Due to the high sensitivity in 
the near wall of sensor, the parallel model shows the acrylic rod image more attracted to the 
near wall. However, exponential model shows the improvement of parallel model that the 
geometry of acrylic rod more accurate. Phantom-3 is a low contrast dielectric medium with air 
as the background medium. Although parallel, Maxwell, Böttcher and exponential model show 
the acrylic rod inclusion, but series model shows more accurate than other models. Phantom-4 
and phantom-6 are a high contrast dielectric medium with water as the background medium 
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and acrylic rod db = 25 mm and da = 20 mm as the lower permittivity inclusion respectively. 
The position of acrylic rods is not in the near wall. In this condition, parallel and exponential 
 
Figure 6.8. The comparison results of reconstructed images G based on simulation studies 
with different normalization models.  
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model are more accurate than other models. Phantom-5 and phantom-7 are a low contrast 
dielectric medium with air as the background medium. In this condition, series, Böttcher and 
exponential model show the acrylic rod inclusion, meanwhile parallel and Maxwell model are 
 
Figure 6.9. The comparison of CC value of simulation studies at the lowest RMSE value.  
 
Figure 6.10.  The comparison of IE value of simulation studies at the lowest RMSE value.  
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unsuccessfully to show the image inclusion. Maxwell models unsuccessfully to show the 
accurate distribution in all high contrast dielectric conditions. The results of figure 6.8 has a 
similar agreement with the conclusion of [23] that for air background the parallel, series, 
Maxwell and Böttcher has quite similar performance.  
In accordance to figure 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11 show the comparison of CC, IE, and the 
lowest RMSE value to quantify the performance more detail. The reconstructed image as shown 
at figure 6.8 is chosen at the lowest RMSE value as this value is more reliable to predict the 
image accuracy than CC or IE at the prior analysis. In the RMSE value, the image reconstruction 
is analyzed by using aggregate residual value between the true capacitance and the predicted 
capacitance of forward problem. Therefore, RMSE analysis more sensitive to eliminate the 
artefact signal than CC and IE.  Using CC and IE, between the artefact and true value cannot 
be defined accurately. Figure 6.9 shows the comparison of CC among of the normalization 
models. In the case of phantom-1 as a high contrast dielectric distribution, the CC value of 
series model is higher than other models. Meanwhile, the CC value of exponential model is 
higher than parallel model. In the case of phantom-2, phantom-4 and phantom-6 as high 
contrast dielectric distribution, exponential model shows lower than parallel model. In the case 
of low contrast dielectric distribution, i.e. phantom-3 and phantom-5, exponential model shows 
higher than parallel model. Even though the CC value of phantom-7 show that exponential 
 
Figure 6.11.  The comparison of the lowest RMSE value of simulation studies. 
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model is lower than parallel model, considering the image reconstruction performance of figure 
6.8, thus exponential model is more accurate than parallel model. Figure 6.10 shows the 
comparison of IE among of the normalization models. The results of figure 6.10 is quite 
comparable with figure 6.9. As the CC value approaches to 1, then the IE value approaches to 
0. The IE and CC values show that the exponential model has the comparable performance 
with parallel model at high contrast dielectric distribution and with series model at low contrast 
dielectric distribution.  Figure 6.11 shows the lowest RMSE among all the normalization 
models. The RMSE value of parallel, series, Maxwell, Böttcher and exponential model show 
relatively lower at high contrast dielectric distribution compare with at low contrast dielectric 
distribution. Except of phantom-1, the RMSE values of exponential model are lower than 
parallel model either at high or low contrast dielectric distribution.    
 
6.4    Experimental Studies  
6.4.1. Experimental setup, conditions and method  
Figure 6.12 shows the experiment setup consists of a sensor and an AC-ECT System 
(manufactured by ECT Instruments Ltd).  The inner wall diameter D = 80 mm, inner wall 
thickness d = 3 mm and Polypropylene PP material for inner wall (wall = 2.6 [-] at f = 1 MHz 
[24]) are used for sensor design. The sensor is composed of 16 square external electrodes with 
dimension of electrode is Lx x Lz = 10 x 50 mm. In order to measure the capacitance, the ECT 
system setup to inject 18Vp-p and 500 kHz signal for all transmitter.    
 
Figure 6.12. Experimental setup. 
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In the experimental studies, distillated water with permittivity r = 78 [-] and  = 
1.98x10-5 S/m (at f = 1 MHz), acrylic rod r = 3 [-] (at f = 1 MHz) and air r = 1 [-] (at f = 1 
MHz) are used as the materials for phantom. The phantom was in static condition. Four 
phantoms are used in the experimental studies i.e. two stratified water, acrylic rod – water, and 
acrylic rod - air phantoms that have same geometry dimension as explained in the simulation 
studies. 
 
6.4.2. Experimental results 
Figure 6.13 shows the comparison of image reconstructions from the experimental 
studies. In accord with the simulation studies, the experimental results also show that parallel 
and exponential models are more feasible to show the inhomogeneity. In the simulation studies, 
the inherent of low sensitivity in the middle area of ECT sensor occurs. This phenomenon does 
not occur at the experimental studies because the ECT system is modified by adding a gain 
factor of electrical circuit that has a function to eliminate the low sensitivity in the middle area. 
Based on figure 13, in the case of high contrast dielectric distribution, i.e. phantom-1, phantom-
2, phantom 4 and phantom-6, exponential model shows more accurate than other models. 
Meanwhile, in the case of low contrast dielectric distribution, i.e. phantom-3, phantom-5 and 
phantom-7, parallel and exponential model show more accurate than other models. 
In the experimental studies, the CC and IE value cannot be obtained as the trueG  is not exist. 
Figure 6.14 shows the comparison of the lowest RMSE value indicating how close the predicted 
capacitance is with the measured capacitance. Although, Böttcher model show the RMSE value 
relatively lower than the other models. However, the reconstruction image accuracy of Böttcher 
model are lower than other models. Based on these data except of phantom-1, the RMSE values 
of exponential model are relatively lower than parallel model.  
 
6.5    Discussion  
 Based on the simulation and experiment studies, it is concluded that the nonlinearity of 
trend line capacitance measurement has a significant effect to the accuracy of normalized 
capacitance in order to show the inhomogeneity either at low or high contrast dielectric 
distribution. Figures 6.8 and 6.13 explain that the exponential model is superior to the other 
model. At the case of low contrast dielectric distribution, parallel, series, Böttcher and 
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exponential models have a good performance. Meanwhile, at the case of high contrast 
distribution, parallel model and exponential model are more superior. And exponential model 
has a potential to be an alternative of normalization model from the existing ones for low and 
high contrast dielectric distribution as this model considers the actual trend line of capacitance 
measurement.  
 
Figure 6.13. The comparison results of reconstructed images G based on experimental 
studies with different normalization models. 
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This nonlinearity effect cannot be eliminated as long as the measurement involves the inner 
wall. Based on the figure 6.4 result, even though the wall is changed however the nonlinearity 
of capacitance is similar. Therefore, the wall does not affect the nonlinearity of capacitance. 
Figure 5 shows that the absence of d makes the capacitance trend line is linear. However, as 
the thickness wall d exists, it affects the nonlinearity of capacitance. The nonlinearity of trend 
line capacitance measurement occurs as the presence of inner wall causes the jump condition 
of electric field at the interface between the inner wall and medium. The jump condition occurs 
in order to maintain the electric field displacement in the interface of two different materials, 
as stated below:  
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where o is permittivity of vacuum (8.8541878176×10−12 F/m), r is relative permittivity of 
inspected medium [-], wall is relative permittivity of wall [-] wallE

is a vector of electric field 
distribution in wall [V/m], rE

is a vector of electric field distribution in inspected medium 
[V/m], wallD

is a vector of electric field displacement in wall [V/m] and rD

is a vector of 
 
Figure 6.14.  The comparison of the lowest RMSE value of experimental studies. 
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electric field displacement in inspected medium [V/m]. Based on equation (6.22) and the results 
of figure 6.6, whether the relative permittivity of inspected medium r is lower or higher than 
the relative permittivity of inner wall wall, the coming out of electric field distribution to 
medium region Er is polarized and caused a smoothing effect in the interface boundary. The 
smoothing effect causes the changing measured capacitance during the changing r becomes 
nonlinear as shown by figure 6.2.  
 
6.6    Summary  
As the behavior of multiphase distribution measurement suffering a small change dielectric 
permittivity distribution which can be missed by using a linear normalization, thus this study 
proposed a new normalization model called Exponential model normalization. The proposed 
normalization model is governed based on the fact that a nonlinearity of measured capacitance 
is in the exponential form. Based on the comparison results in simulation and experiment 
studies, it can be concluded that 
1) where the nonlinearity capacitance measurement cannot be eliminated due to the 
existing inner wall, then the accuracy of normalization model cannot be disregarded, 
2) among of five models, exponential model shows the image reconstruction more accurate, 
3) the exponential model tries to improve the parallel model by adding a nonlinearity 
function i.e. exponential function, and 
4) compare with other models, exponential model is more reliable to predict the nonlinear 
normalization of measured capacitance. Exponential model has a good performance to 
image the inspected medium either at low or high contrast dielectric distribution. 
We realize the disadvantage of this model that the accuracy of exponential model 
depends on the exponential fitting accuracy. The exponential model predicts the normalized 
data in the range between the minimum and maximum of fitting data. As the measured data are 
inside the range, the normalization is valid. If the measured data are outside the range, it makes 
not valid prediction. Thus restriction of measured capacitance before the normalization stage 
is should be done in advance. 
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7.1    Summary of researches  
In this present study, Electrical Impedance Spectro-Tomography (EIST) based on 
dielectric relaxation model in order to overcome the technical issues of conventional Electrical 
Impedance Tomography (EIT) in Lymphedema diagnostic has been developed. Based on 
safety measurement regulation, the EIST system employs 16 contact electrodes attached to an 
impedance analyzer in order to distribute a feeble alternating current Iac = 1 mA with multi-
frequency f = 500 Hz to 500kHz and to measure the complex impedance.   
The results of study were successfully addressed the three objectives as an advancement 
of EIT for Lymphedema diagnostic, which is called EIST. In this regard, EIST compromises 
into three competences, specifically, quasi-adjacent method, weighted frequency difference 
function (wfd-EIST), and spatio-temporal distribution regulation.  
The detail can be summarized as follows: 
Chapter 1:  The background of this study was explained in detail. The technical issues of 
EIT as a lymphedema diagnostic were described as current state and problems. 
The main objectives of the study also has been clarified. 
Chapter 2:  In order to propose a new diagnostic method, a basic knowledge about the 
physical phenomena of the object of interest should be clarified. Thus, in this 
chapter the lymphatic system and the biofluid dynamics model were described. 
Also, the existing diagnostic methods were briefly explained as the comparison. 
Lastly, the explanation of EIT as a proposed new method was described in term 
of general procedure.  
Chapter 3:  In this chapter a novel scanning method is descirbed, which is called quasi-
adjacent method, to eliminate the negative impedance artifacts in the high 
frequency measurement in order to reconstruct the Electrical spectroscopy 
imaging. An Electrical spectroscopy imaging is needed in order to decompose 
of capacitive and resistive components inside the multicomplex biological tissue. 
In traditional scanning method, multi-frequency measurements using from low 
(f = 100 Hz) to high (f = 1 MHz) has a problem because the impedance artifact 
causes the inaccuracy of electrical properties imaging. In order to eliminate the 
impedance artifact, a quasi-adjacent method works by minimizing the edge 
impedance between the transmitter and receiver electrodes. The quasi-adjacent 
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method by using phantom where a potato dice as high conductivity intracellular 
fluid, carrot dices as low conductivity intracellular fluid, and saline water in the 
interstitium (carrot dices interspace), shows the elimination of the impedance 
artifact. Specifically, the novel scanning method has more regular value for all 
measurement number m at near to value Zr = 0 [] or at high frequency 
measurement as compared with the traditional scanning method (i.e. irregular at 
near to value Zr = 0 []).  
In this chapter also described about the electrical spectroscopy imaging 
performance based on quasi-adjacent method. The electrical spectroscopy 
imaging is employed in order to understand the complexity of multicomplex 
biological tissue distribution by assigning different electrical properties 
instantly, in this regard for lymphedema diagnostic. In traditional EIT, the 
examination of biological tissue distribution is limited to conductivity  [S.m-
1] and permittivity r [-] distribution. Meanwhile, by using electrical 
spectroscopy imaging other four electrical spectroscopy properties which have 
different physical meaning can be examined, i.e. circumference which 
represents of different between interstitium and intracellular fluid 
resistancezero frequency resistance R0 [] which represents of interstitium 
resistance, infinite frequency resistance R [] which represents of interstitium 
and intracellular fluid resistance, and centre frequency reactance Xc [] which 
represents of membrane cell capacitance. The experiment with the phantom has 
successfully shown the electrical spectroscopy imaging. 
Chapter 4:  In chapter 4, this study considers overcoming the troublesome of human body 
imaging because of lack of the object of reference in the actual experiment. A 
highly accurate image reconstruction method as categorized into multi-
frequency Electrical Impedance Tomography (mf-EIT) without an object 
reference has been proposed based on a weighted frequency difference,
 bnorm
R
EIST RRRZ  0 for conductivity distribution reconstruction calculated 
from Cole-Cole dielectric relaxation model parameters, which is called 
Electrical Impedance Spectro-Tomography (wfd-EIST). The wfd-EIST uses the 
dielectric parameters which represent the ratio composition between the 
extracellular and intracellular fluid space compartments, i.e., Rnorm [],real part 
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impedance R0 [] at zero frequency f0, real part impedance Rb [] at frequency 
fb. Based on the reconstructed images, the proposed wfd-EIST has relatively 
lower the root-mean-square error (RMSE) value as compared with td- EIT, fd-
EIT and wfd-EIT. A weighted function of 
normR  derived from the Ohm’s law 
and behaves as a baseline impedance value that has a relationship between the 
sensor geometry and the extracellular fluid resistance value from all multi-
projection measurements m.  
Chapter 5:  Spatio-temporal distribution regularization to increase the accuracy of spatial 
distribution in long-term monitoring is described in chapter 5. By using the 
proposed regularization parameter algorithm, this study ascertained that a long-
term monitoring is feasible to show the spatio-temporal distribution accurately 
without losing the spatial distribution. In lymphedema diagnostic, the 
conductivity value of interstitial fluid space should be monitored in the long-
term monitoring. Therefore, the reconstructed images should be well-predicted 
not only in the spatial domain but also in the time domain (called spatio-
temporal distribution). A new regularization parameter is proposed to allow us 
to attain the spatio-temporal distribution at different time. Regulation the spatio-
temporal distribution for long-term monitoring showed successfully a constant 
spatial information with the capability to change the conductivity change at least 
 = 3.7 mS/m. 
Chapter 6: In this chapter, a capacitive electrode is proposed for long term monitoring to 
overcome the electrode movement effect which cause to lack accuracy in the 
image reconstruction analysis. However, because of the physiological change is 
inherently a complex phenomenon, the inherent nonlinearity behavior of 
capacitance is not considered yet in the existing normalization models. This 
chapter presents a new normalization model based on a nonlinear characteristic 
of capacitance, i.e. exponential model. The exponential is proposed based on the 
relationship between the capacitance change and permittivity change is an 
exponential form. In the presented normalization model, the complexity of 
components network is disregarded however the nonlinearity characteristic of 
the measured capacitance is scrutinize considered. The governed model was 
investigated and compared with parallel, series, Maxwell and Böttcher model 
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for using simulation and experiment data. Based on the comparison of image 
reconstruction results, the exponential model is reliable to predict the nonlinear 
normalization of measured capacitance in term of low and high contrast 
dielectric distribution.  
 
Considering all the researches as a whole, this study ascertains the potential application 
of EIST with the promising results to overcome some technical issues of conventional EIT that 
discouraging towards the Lymphedema diagnostic.   
 
7.2    Recommendation and future work  
Based on this study, we recommend the following procedure to apply EIST as a new 
lymphedema diagnostic: 
1) A sensing method is selected based on quasi-adjacent method. 
2) In order to reconstruct conductivity distribution, the following equation should 
be used: 
 bnorm
R
EIST RRRZ  0  
3) A circle fitting curve can be used to extract the Cole-Cole dielectric relaxation 
parameters in order to use the aforementioned equation for conductivity and 
permittivity reconstruction. 
4) Spatio-temporal distribution regularization as explained in chapter 5 should be 
used for long-term monitoring. 
5) In the case that the electrode movement effect is troublesoming, we prefer to 
use a capacitve electrode. 
We realize this study still has more work to be accomplished. According to the proposed 
and results of this study, some promising consideration analysis of future development to 
expand the capability of EIST in lymphedema diagnostic are as follows: 
1) The work of chapter 4 did not account the absolute value of systematic error Rerr 
as the parameter to revise the reconstructed image. In such a case, this 
systematic error information can be employed to eliminate the electrode error. 
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The future work should systematically investigate the relationship between Rerr 
with the variable of controlled electrode error.  
2) Clinical test to extend the capability of EIST for lymphedema diagnostic should 
be conducted. 
3) Investigate the accuracy of EIST for high conductivity resolution. 
4) Investigate the accuracy of EIST through the capacitive electrode. 
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